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KFSN-TV QUARTERLY ISSUES/PROGRAMS REPORT 

4TH QUARTER 2006 
 
 
From October 1, 2006 through and including December 31, 2006 KFSN-TV, licensed in Fresno, 
California; broadcasts in analog and simulcasts HD-1, presented 30 hours of regularly scheduled local 
news programs a week, and in addition, broadcasts one weekly half-hour public affairs program entitled: 
Valley Focus. This program is hosted by Beth Marney, our Public Affairs Director, and is a local 
talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs. KFSN-TV also airs syndication 
programs along with the ABC Television Network that supplies the station with news, public interest 
and educational programming, as described in the quarter report entitled: ABC Television Network 
News and Public Affairs Programming, which is filed separately in the public inspection file. 
 
KFSN through our HD-2/ABC30Plus signal rebroadcasts locally produced programming along with time 
shifted newscasts and network programming, Public Service Announcements and Children’s Core 
Programming. Our HD-3 signal broadcasts Accu Weather National weather and also recorded local 
weather inserts along with Public Service Announcements. 
 
KFSN, through its programming on our Analog and simulcast on HD-1, addressed the following issues 
of concern for communities that make up the six-county area served by ABC-30: 
 

1. VOTE 2006/LOCAL POLITICAL GOVERNMENT 
2. EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 
3. PUBLIC SAFETY/CRIME  
4. HEALTH CARE ISSUES FOR THE VALLEY 
5. ECONOMIC ISSUES /EMPLOYMENT 

      6.   POVERTY  
  

Programs, program segments, and local newscasts broadcast by KFSN that provided significant 
treatment of the previously described issues of concern. Local news programs include: 
 
 

 
ACTION NEWS 

 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-7:00AM, 2 hours, Local 
 
This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 
news, sports, weather, medical, financial, and Consumer Reports. 
 
 
 
AM LIVE SATURDAY 
Saturdays, 6-7AM, 1 hour, local 
This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 
news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment news. 
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AM LIVE SUNDAY 
Sundays, 6-7AM & 8-9AM, 2 hours, local 
This morning news program provides viewers with late-breaking local, national, and international 
news, sports, weather, consumer and medical reports along with entertainment news. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY 
Monday through Friday, 11:00AM-11:30AM, 30 min., Local 
 
Up-to-date local news coverage is offered, as well as national and international news. Also included 
are medical, consumer, and financial reports and “Connecting with Kids” packages. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT FIVE 
Monday through Friday, 5:00-5:30PM, 30 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  Also 
covered are sports and weather. Included are medical, education, and Consumer Reports. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX 
Monday through Sunday, 6:00-6:30PM, 30 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  Also 
covered are weather and sports.  Friday's newscast features the Action News Person of the Week. 
 
ACTION NEWS AT SIX-THIRTY 
Monday through Friday, 6:30PM, 30 min., local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day’s news events, local, national, and international. It also 
covers weather. 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN 
Monday through Sunday, 11:00-11:35PM, 35 min., Local 
 
This half-hour news program reviews the day's news events, local, national, and international.  Also 
covered are sports and weather; Consumer Reports are included. 
 
 
ACTION NEWS LIVE AT ELEVEN (REPEAT) 
Monday through Sunday, 2:05-2:41AM., local 
 
This half-hour news programs are a repeat of the earlier 11PM newscast from that day. It includes 
Local, national and international news. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS 
Sunday, 9:30AM -10:00AM, 30 min., Local/Public Affairs 
 
Half-hour weekly local talk/interview program dealing exclusively with issues and local affairs. 
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COMMUNITY CALENDAR  :30 SECOND PSA (SEE ATTACHED) 
TUESDAY – FRIDAYS  
DURING ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, MIDDAY, 6PM NEWS 
& 
SATURDAYS & SUNDAYS AM LIVE 
 
Thirty-second PSA featuring an Action News anchor delivering information about upcoming events in our 
community. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: VIGNETTES AND HALF HOUR PROGRAMS 
ABC30, in partnership with “Connecting With Kids” air 2 half-Hour programs per quarter throughout the 
year focusing on programming for parents and children along with print materials sent to schools by CWK 
and an integrated website that includes extensive video streaming and educational materials for 
teachers, parents and children. Action News Midday airs franchise packages from CWK, within their 
newscasts. Valley Focus, ABC30,’s public affairs show, also periodically airs “Connecting With Kids” 
franchise packages. 
 
 

CHILDREN FIRST 
 
 

Children First is in its Seventh year of production.  This year-long effort focuses on the challenges, 

problems, and opportunities facing children living in Central California.  The program concentrates on 

how the average person can make a difference in a child's life and highlight local news organizations 

that work with children and youth.  Children First includes local news produced half-hour programs 

:30 vignettes, public service announcements, and special stories on Action News. 

CHILDREN FIRST VIGNETTES/PSA’S AIRED 4th Quarter 2006 

 
Gottschalk’s, Fresno County Office of Education and Children’s Hospital Central California partner to 
air these Children’s First PSA’s and Vignettes in rotation: 
  
CHILDREN FIRST: BRAIN DRAIN 
Sunday, October 1, 2006 @ 6:30PM 
Sunday, November 5, 2006 @ 9:30PM 
In this half hour special ABC 30 looked at the brain drain problem in the Valley. Focus: How can we 
hold bright, creative, talented and tech savvy people in the valley? Why are students choosing to live 
in certain areas outside of the valley? What influences their choices? What is Brain Drain? Brain Drain 
is defined as the departure of educated or professional people from one area to another usually for 
better pay or living conditions. According to the Public Policy Institute of California, the valley sent out 
more college graduates than it received between 1995 and 2000. Benefits of having younger 
professional’s Young professionals are not only sharing their knowledge with others in the valley, 
they're helping the local economy by spending money, buying homes and contributing to the local tax 
base.  
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CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: TUTORING/WEB (:30 Sec., x  20) 
For additional information on schools, programs and tutoring, here are some places to get more 
information please go to our website at ABC30.com. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: MAGNET SCHOOLS (:30 Sec. x 80) 
Fresno has some great Magnet Schools. To learn more about Magnet Schools in the valley please go 
to ABC30.com 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: PARTNERS: 10PM ID (AIRES DAILY 10:00PM) 
Voice over that airs weekly before 10PM that says: “It’s Just about 10’oclock. Do you know where 
your children are?” 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: BRAIN DRAIN: :30 Sec. x Aprx. 60) 
Please watch the Children First special “Brain Drain” on Sunday, October 1st at 6:30PM on ABC30. 
 
CHILDREN FIRST: FRESNO FUN :30 Sec. x Aprx. 60 
This spot tells viewers that there are plenty of fun things to do in Fresno if you just look for them. This 
includes parks, museums and concerts, just to name a few.  
 
CHILDREN FIRST/ABC30: TOYS FOR TOTS DRIVE  :30 Sec. x 80 
ABC30/U.S. Marine Corps joined together to encourage viewers to donate toys to the Toys for Tots 
Drive/ Also seeks volunteers to help with the sorting of toys during this time. 
 
 
From October 1st, 2006 through December 31, 2006, KFSN TV aired aprx (1500) Public Service 
Announcements (PSA’s) along with community involvement project spots that include but not limited 
to: 
 

 Hispanic Heritage Month: PSA produced w/ABC30 Talent 

 Children First: Half hour program: Brain Drain 

 The Big Fresno Fair: Countdown to the Fair 

 Marjaree Mason Center: Top Ten Business And Professional Women 

 Fresno Historical Society Civil War & Camp Night 

 Fresno County Office of Education: 3 Video Presentations 

 Children First/ABC30/U.S. Marine Corp: Toys For Tots  

 Lively Arts Foundation: Nutcracker Ballet 

 United Way/ Read Fresno 

 California Blood Center: Parker Blood Drive 

 Outdoor Woman  

 Operation Road Block: Drink and Drive/DUI 

 Christmas Safety Promotion 

 Mayor’s Job Fair 
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VOTE 2006/LOCAL POLITCAL GOVERNMENT 

 
GUBERNATORIAL DEBATE:  
Sunday, October 8th@ 5PM, 1 Hour, Syndicated 
Gubernatorial Debate between Candidate Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger and Candidate 
Treasurer Phil Angel ides and moderated by Stan Statham, President/CEO, California Broadcasters 
Association.  
 
VOTE 2006: FRESNO COUNTY SHERIFF’S DEBATE: 
Sunday, October 22nd  @ 6:30PM, :30 Minutes, Local 
ABC 30 is giving viewers an opportunity to no only watch the Sheriff’s debate, but also to participate. 
You can watch the Fresno County Sheriff’s debate on ABC30, Sunday October 22nd at 6:30PM, 
featuring candidates Margaret Mims and Cal Minor. ABC30 Anchor’s were the mediators.  
Viewers were encouraged to submitted questions through October 19th. Viewers were invited to 
submit questions they would like to have heard the candidates discuss. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/16/06, LENGTH 2:04 MIN., LOCAL 
Much of the money comes from unexpected property taxes and savings from last year. The Fresno 
fire department is set to receive a big chunk of the surplus and some of the money would be used to 
replace this aging training facility in downtown Fresno 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/19/06, LENGTH :27 SEC. LOCAL 
Landlords who rent to illegal immigrants will now be breaking the law in one southern California City. 
The Escondido City Council passed an ordinance making it a misdemeanor and protesters on both 
sides of the issue had to be separated last night by police. The new law forces landlords to send 
documentation of their tenants' immigration status to the city, which is only about fifty miles from the 
border with Mexico. The ACLU says it will go to court to block it. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/20/06, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 
During these last few weeks both candidates have been going door to door answering questions, 
introducing themselves to residents and encouraging people to get out and vote. And with election 
night just over two weeks away, I sat down with both candidates to talk about the issue and the race. 
Allan McClain has the support of the three previous sheriffs, along with four county supervisors. Chris 
Jordan has been endorsed by the Hanford and Corcoran police associations. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
A famous south valley business is one step closer to becoming an historical landmark. The City of 
Visalia’s planning commission voted to give Mearle's Drive-In the official title. The business on 
Mooney Boulevard closed this summer after 66 years. The city council must give final approval to 
make "Mearle's" an historical landmark. The decision is expected next month. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/23/06, LENGTH :45 SEC., LOCAL 
New numbers show more and more voters are taking advantage of the state's absentee voting. 20 
years ago, only nine percent of general election voting in California was done by absentee ballot, but 
by last June’s primary absentee voting was up to about 47 percent. Experts say absentee voters are 
changing the face of politics around the country and here in the valley. 20 years ago, absentee ballots 
accounted for only nine percent of voting. But last June’s primary absentee voting was up to 47 
percent. This election, the Fresno County Elections Officer has mailed out more than 126-thousand 
absentee ballots. ABC30 political analyst Don Larson says absentee voters have the change to make 
informed choices. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
It's costing more to vote absentee this election season in the north valley. Postage on the absentee 
ballots has increased from thirty nine cents to sixty three cents in Merced and Mariposa counties, 
lengthy ballots are pushing the weight over the standard one ounce. Merced County has included a 
notice of the increased postage inside the ballot. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/2306, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
A non-partisan civic organization says it's hacked into the voter database for more than one- million 
voters in Chicago. The non-profit organization tells ABC News it got into the database last week that 
holds detailed information on one- point -35 million people. Officials say a hacker with bad intentions 
could have changed every voter's status from active to inactive which would have prevented them 
from voting. The Chicago Election Board says it's bringing-in   an outside computer forensic expert to 
make sure the database is secure. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/24/06, LENGTH 1:28 MIN., LOCAL 
Students at Roosevelt Elementary School in Kingsburg were all revved up at a pep rally for their 
November primary elections. As part of the schools "Promote the Vote' events this month, they are 
learning their role as citizens in the election process. They are getting kids to realize how important 
their voice is and what a difference they can make in the community. The district will be getting a new 
elementary school next year.  Students will hold elections at school where they will vote choosing the 
new schools colors and mascot, seeing that their voices can be heard. If you don't vote you are just 
letting other people choose and if you do vote you were a part of it. Some students took their 
“Promote the Vote” lessons home resulting in mom or dad registering to vote. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
The Chief's plan is part of the mayor’s gang prevention initiative. The first year goal of the program is 
to help gang members get out of gangs, and find jobs. And help keep the so called want to be gang 
members from joining. The goal for the first year is to help about 300 individuals. Chief Dyer says 
police officers will be referring these people to social service agencies with the city paying for 
treatment and other services. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH 1:32 SEC., LOCAL 
3.5 million dollars would dramatically improve the response time of Fresno city fire crews. Chief 
Randy Bruegman is not happy with the city council's response time towards his five-year plan. The 
plan to hire 36 new firefighters was approved by the Fresno City Council. That means six fire engines 
could add a fourth firefighter. The problem is the council did not approve the funding to pay for the 
department upgrades. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :15 SEC., LOCAL 
The City Council has already budgeted one point two million dollars for the first year of the 
program.Much of that money will go to local social service agencies that will contract with the police 
department. Dyer projects helping 330 people and with seven thousand gang members in the city, 
that's just a start.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH 21 SEC., LOCAL 
Interest rates are not expected to go up when Federal Reserve policy-makers meet again. If that's the 
case, it would be the third straight time the fed has left interest rates at five and a quarter percent. 
This meeting is the last before next month's elections and analysts say economic conditions will play a 
part in how people vote. 
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ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Putting the brakes on building, that's the new goal for one Fresno City Council member. Brian 
Calhoun says he's frustrated because it's taking so long for the city to decide whether to raise the fees 
developers pay for street improvements. City leaders started discussing the issue nine months ago. 
Calhoun says the delay is costing taxpayer’s money. He is asking the council to put a moratorium on 
building until the issue is resolved. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/25/06, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fresno City Council is making plans for the holidays. It voted to allow closing a portion of “P” 
Street between Fresno and Tulare for 30 days in order to place a 50 foot Christmas tree in front of 
City Hall. The tree will be located in the middle of the sidewalk covering a portion of the road 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/26/06, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
More signs that next month's elections may be leaning toward democrats. The latest Associated 
Press/AOL poll shows 56 percent of likely voters say they would choose to send a democrat to the 
house. While 37 percent say they would vote republican. That's a nine point gain for democrats from 
an earlier poll. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/28/06, LENGTH :43 SEC., LOCAL 
President Bush is campaigning hard for his party in the final ten days before the mid-term election. 
But some political analysts think it may not be enough. According to a Newsweek poll out this 
weekend, If the elections were held today, 53-percent of likely voters would vote for a democrat in 
their congressional district compared to only 39 percent who would vote for a republican. President 
Bush launched a drive to keep republican control of congress, despite recent poll numbers, 
democratic leaders not taking anything for granted in the campaign's closing days. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/30/06, LENGTH 2:19 MIN., LOCAL 
A lesson on voting and the political process for students at a valley elementary school quickly turned 
controversial when two political candidates apparently used the school pep rally to try and get votes. 
Action News Anchor Debra Steele shows how some in the community are crying foul and why school 
officials are now apologizing to parents. It all happened last week at Roosevelt elementary school in 
Kingsburg -during a “promote” the vote pep-rally. Candidates running for office were asked to briefly 
speak to students about the importance of voting, making good grades and staying away from drugs. 
But school officials say their visit turned into a campaign stop.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/30/06,LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
The group goes to military funerals to protest against abortion and gay marriage. 
Duncan's measure would require demonstrators to stay at least three-hundred feet away from 
cemeteries and funeral homes.  He'll present the idea to the rest of the City Council tomorrow. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/31/06, LENGTH 1:20 MIN., LOCAL 
With just one week left until the congressional election, democrats and republicans are pulling out all 
the stops.  President Bush, on a whirlwind campaign tour is hammering away at terrorism, taxes, and 
gay marriage. He's urging republicans to turn out on Election Day and tune out the Democrats.   
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH :43 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fresno City Council also approved a plan to use part of the millions of extra dollars that were 
discovered outside the budget earlier this month. The fire department will receive almost 400- 
thousand dollars. Fire Chief Randy Bruegman says the money will go toward adding a fourth 
firefighter to six city engine crews. Chief Breugman says the addition of extra firefighters will translate 
to a higher level of public safety for Fresno residents.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The City Council also approved a plan to help pump new life into some of Fresno’s poorest 
neighborhoods. The municipal restoration zone targets the area south of McKinley and west of Peach. 
New businesses that open here will be offered a license fee rebate sales and property tax rebates as 
well as employee hiring credits. The MRZ hopes to generate new jobs with the incentives. 
Existing business can also qualify if its work force expands by at least 20-percent. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH 2:29 SEC., LOCAL 
Many polls say it's a race too close to call and despite Cruz Bustamante’s decision to return insurance 
companies contributions; it’s his name recognition and veteran political experience which may appeal 
most to voters. It's no secret Cruz Bustamante has been dogged by campaign controversy before and 
his opponent Steve Poizner’s commercials highlight it. First, Bustamante had an unsuccessful 
campaign as the democratic alternative for Governor in the 2003 recall.     
 
AM LIVE SATURDAY, 11/04/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Count on Action News for complete Election night coverage. On November 7th, we'll have live returns 
on the bottom of your screen and live reports from local and state campaign headquarters. Our 
coverage begins at eight p-m and we'll have a complete Election night wrap-up on Action News live at 
11. For more information on the governor's race and other political issues heading into Tuesday’s 
Election, log onto our website at abc30 dot com.   
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/05/06, LENGTH :25 SEC.,LOCAL 
Stay with Action News for complete Election night coverage. On Tuesday, we'll have live returns on 
the bottom of your screen and live reports from local and state campaign headquarters. Our coverage 
begins at eight PM and we'll have a complete Election night wrap-up on Action News Live at 11. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/06/06, LENGTH ;25 SEC., LOCAL 
Polls will be open tomorrow from 7am to 8pm. You can count on action news for complete Election 
night coverage; we'll have live returns on the bottom of your screen and live reports from local and 
state campaign headquarters. Our coverage begins at 8pm. We'll have a complete election night 
wrap-up on Action News Live at 11.you can find last minute information on tomorrow's races on our 
website ABC 30 dot com. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/07/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Polls open at 7 this morning and close at 8 tonight. You can count on action news for complete 
election night coverage. We'll have live returns on the bottom of your screen and live reports from 
local and state campaign headquarters. Our coverage begins at 8pm. We'll have a complete election 
night wrap-up on Action News live at 11. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/07/06, LENGTH 2:30 MIN., LOCAL 
We continue our Election night team coverage with ABC 30 political analyst Tony Capozzi. The 
Fresno co. Sheriff's race is one of the hottest races locally.   Minor ahead in primary and can Mims 
turn things around? This closely-watched race between Margaret Mims and cal minor pits an insider 
who has distanced herself from the sheriff against the outsider who spent 33 years with the California 
highway patrol. Cal minor and Margaret Mims each cast their vote for change. Both want to replace 
out-going sheriff Richard pierce. Mims and minor made it past a crowded June primary so Election 
Day marks the end of a very long campaign. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM/ELECTION COVERAGE: 11/07/06, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
Good evening and thanks for joining us for special election coverage tonight on Action News Live at 
Eleven. We go live to the election night headquarters across the state and here in the valley in just a 
few minutes.  Let's get right to the election returns. We begin with the race for Fresno County Sheriff. 
A long campaign for Margaret Mims and Cal Minor and it's not over.  The numbers are too close for a 
winner to be declared. Our election coverage begins with Action News anchor Dale Yurong live at 
election headquarters in downtown Fresno with why it could be weeks before the votes are tallied 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM/ELECTION COVERAGE: 11/07/06, LENGTH :08 SEC., LOCAL 
Action News North Valley Bureau Chief Katie Hammer continues our team coverage live in Merced 
with how tonight's wins could affect your wallet. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM/ELECTION COVERAGE: 11/07/06, LENGTH :09 SEC., LOCAL 
A slight margin is separating the top two candidates in the race for Attorney General. Action News 
Anchor Itica Milanes continues our team coverage with the candidates' reaction. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM/ELECTION COVERAGE: 11/07/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
South Valley lawmaker Nicole Parra is headed back to the State Capitol for her third assembly term, 
but her republican opponent came close to pulling off an election night upset. Danny Gilmore was 
ahead most of the night, but early this morning Incumbent Nicole Parra was declared the winner by 
about 15 hundred votes. Our election coverage continues in the south valley with Jessica Peres live in 
Hanford with why parra says she wasn't worried. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/08/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
The results are in on one election night battle. There's a clear winner in the ratings war between the 
networks for election supremacy. Our own network, ABC, made a last minute shift and started it's 
coverage a half hour earlier than NBC and CBS. The Nielsen ratings released today show more than 
13 million Americans watched ABC's coverage anchored by Charles Gibson during that first half hour 
and easily beat the networks head to head at 10 p-m. It was Charles Gibson’s first time anchoring 
election night coverage. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/29/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fresno City Council will raise utility rates over the next four years and Mayor Alan Autry will have 
to wait a few months before he can veto the decision. The mayor announced his veto plan as soon as 
council members voted to start a process including public hearings. He says he'd approve a one-year 
rate increase, but after that, he wants the city to review any future rate hikes. But Autry's veto will 
have to wait until February when the council makes a final vote on rate increases. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/26/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
A local marketing company is still working on its plan to give Fresno a reputation makeover. City 
council gave Astone a 120-thousand dollar contract in September to improve the city's image. The 
public relations firm is in the middle of creating a pro-Fresno website, and it's sending out story ideas 
to big media outlets. Most council members think the campaign will help attract tourists and keep 
locals in town. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Also from the North Valley, city leaders in Atwater will decide the future of a major development 
project. The city council will vote on whether to allow plans on a 47-acre development near Applegate 
and Commerce Avenue to move forward. The development would include Home Depot, Target, and 
several other stores. City leaders say the town is in need of new commercial development since most 
families travel to Merced or Turlock to shop. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
A controversial business planned for downtown Fresno is on hold. An adult bookstore was initially 
approved by the city's planning commission. But it's in the heart of several projects aimed at 
revamping the downtown area and there are several homes nearby, the Fresno City Council 
unanimously approved a 45-day moratorium on any permits for adult bookstores or theaters. 
Councilmember’s say they have to find a balance between allowing freedom of speech and doing 
what's best for the community. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH 2:30 MIN.  LOCAL 
One council member called this the "Most Significant Energy Policy" this council will ever consider. 
The city of Fresno is now the 13th local government to sign-on to a plan that could forever change 
where the valley gets its power and how much we pay for it. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
The city council has delayed a decision on a proposal that would mean no new speed bumps in the 
city of Fresno. The speed bumps are a safety precaution to slowing traffic down in residential areas. 
But the city is considering stopping the installation of speed bumps in some neighborhoods because 
they can slow response time for police, fire engines, and ambulance drivers. The city is also 
considering removing speed bumps from some areas because of complaints from neighbors.  
Recent studies show the bumps are responsible for an increase in pollution, because they force cars 
to stop and start, again and again. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/29/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Plans for another Fresno memorial for Japanese Americans sent to internment camps are moving 
forward.  During the start of World War 2, the Pinedale Assembly Center, formerly the Sugar Pine 
Lumber Mill, held thousands of Japanese Americans before they were sent to internment camps. A 
developer has been working with a group of Japanese Americans and the city of Fresno for the past 
year to come up with a site for a memorial. Yesterday, the Fresno city council approved their plan. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/05/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Its official, Margaret Mims is Fresno County’s new sheriff. The Fresno County Clerk certified the 
results of the November election. The sheriff's race was the closest contest with Mims edging out cal 
minor by one-thousand-one-hundred-12 votes. A margin of less than one percent, but a look at the 
count shows nearly 11-thousand voters didn't choose either candidate.Voters left the ballot for the 
sheriff's race blank. Voter turnout was about 54 percent. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/06/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Fonseca says he isn't sure if police chief Barry Mann will resume his duties. It will be up to the new 
city council to decide if Mann returns. Right now, he remains on administrative leave. A Merced 
county grand jury found problems with Mann’s management of the police department. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/07/06, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 
The vendors crowd Clovis Avenue here at different times of the day and at different intersections. 
Police say they're a dangerous distraction for drivers, and officers are sending a message that it won't 
be tolerated any more. Fresno police sergeant mark Hudson says he's fed up with the street vendors 
who flock to southeast Fresno, mostly selling flowers in moving traffic. Hudson says police can take 
away the vendors' products, but he's hoping a ticket is enough to drive them out of business. But after 
a similar crackdown just before Valentine’s Day last year, northwest Fresno residents say they saw 
the same vendors back on the street. 
  
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/11/06, LENGTH 1:19 MIN., LOCAL 
Developer Forest City has had an exclusive right to develop this land, with the City of Fresno for the 
past two years. There's nothing visible to show for it yet, but the developer says it takes time, to just 
add water. Fresno's mayor has dreamed of putting a water attraction in downtown Fresno for years. 
But so far it's been a lot of talk. Now the developer who wants to put housing and retail shops in the 
area around the downtown baseball stadium says a major water feature will be added to their plans if 
they can have more time to develop them. Forest city is asking the city for another year. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/12/06, LENGTH :23 SEC. ,LOCAL 
A developer wants more time to turn downtown Fresno into bustling shopping area. Forest City 
enterprises are asking the city for another year to finalize its development around the baseball 
stadium. It wants to put shops and a residential development in the area and maybe even add a river 
walk. The city council is expected to grant the extension. Councilman Tom Boyajian says the project 
needs a financial commitment as well.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/12/06, LENGTH 2:05 MIN., LOCAL 
There are questions over how to form Fresno County’s future. One economist expects a dramatic 
economic change from manual labor to high paying jobs and one group wants your opinion on what 
you want your city to look like in the future. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/12/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
A first time homebuyers program in the city of Fresno has been expanded and those who qualify can 
now get more money. Previously, the maximum loan in the program was 50- thousand dollars, and 
only homes in certain 'target areas' of central Fresno were eligible, but the Fresno City Council voted 
to raise the maximum loan to 75 thousand dollars, and expand the program to all areas of the city. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/14/06, LENGTH :25 SEC.,LOCAL 
The first hat has been thrown in the ring in the race for Fresno Mayor. The Fresno Bee reports that 
councilman Mike Dages plans to run for Mayor in 2008.  It's a wide-open field and the race is 
expected to be tight with Mayor Alan Autry terming out. Councilman Dages says he wanted to be first 
to announce his candidacy because of the competitive race expected. Dages was elected to District 5 
City Council in 2002. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH :34 SEC.LOCAL 
Plans have been in the works for three years to turn these abandoned canal areas into a lush place 
for walkers and bicyclists. He project is called the "Backside Trail" and it would start here. While it 
seems funds are in place, questions about safety could derail the whole thing. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH 2:17 MIN., LOCAL 
The biggest complaint from opponents, the university's environmental impact report didn't adequately 
address concerns, like traffic and unfair business competition.  The university president and even the 
developer tried their best to calm any worries. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
The benefits of measure C are coming to light in the north valley. The Merced Police Department 
swore-in four new lieutenants, and three new sergeants at the City Council meeting. The promotions 
are part of a hiring spree that started last April when measure C took effect. So far the department has 
hired 27 new officers using money raised by the measure. Its a half percent sales tax increase voters 
passed last year. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/19/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Dining outdoors may soon be the popular thing to do in the North Valley town of Livingston. The city 
council is expected to pass an ordinance tonight allowing businesses to set up tables on the 
sidewalks. Until now, the county didn't have a law stating whether businesses could have dining 
outside. He mayor says he hopes it will pass so the city becomes more pedestrian friendly. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/20/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The political turmoil in Dos Palos seems to be settling down. The city council has re-hired city 
manager Darrell Fonseca. Fonseca was fired by the council in October because he refused to fire 
police Chief Barry Mann. But voters replaced several council members and the new council wanted 
Fonseca back on the job. Police Chief Mann remains on administrative leave. It's unclear when the 
council will take up Mann’s case. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/18/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Barack Obama: Senator Barack Oboma and his wife, Michelle join the show. The stories you have not 
heard. Plus, the tough questions we all want answers to. And, is he or isn’t he running for President? 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/20/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah’s Town Hall: Our show on “The Truth in America” struck a nerve. It’s a debate that is too big for 
one hour. Now, Oprah’s town hall continues with more reactions from viewers just like you. Bill 
O’Reilly joined Oprah and hear what he has to say. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/27/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah’s Town Hall with Bill O’Reilly: It is the show that struck a nerve. A conversation too big for one 
hour as Oprah’s town hall continues with more opinions from viewers just like you. Best selling author 
Bill O’Reilly is here on today’s Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 12/05/06, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Global Warming 101 With Al Gore: It is an urgent crisis that we cannot ignore and you could be part of 
the problem. What is it? Find out before it is to late. Plus, simply changes you can start in order to 
make a big difference. We’ll show you what going “green” really means. And what Al Gore wants you 
to know right now and why he says your future depends on it.  
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OPRAH WINFREY, 12/28/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Barack Obama on the Tough Questions: Senator Barack Obama and his wife Michelle joined Oprah 
with the stories we have not heard. She asks the tough questions we all want answers to and, is he or 
isn’t he running for President? 
 
PSA      LENGTH  APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Mayors Job Fair     :30    32 
 
 
 
 
 

EDUCATIONAL ISSUES 
 
 

CHILDREN FIRST: BRAIN DRAIN 
Sunday, October 1, 2006 @ 6:30PM 
Sunday, November 5, 2006 @ 9:30PM 
In this half hour special ABC 30 looked at the brain drain problem in the Valley. How can we hold 
bright, creative, talented and tech savvy people in the valley? Why are students choosing to live in 
certain areas outside of the valley? What influences their choices? What is Brain Drain? Brain Drain is 
defined as the departure of educated or professional people from one area to another usually for 
better pay or living conditions. According to the Public Policy Institute of California, the valley sent out 
more college graduates than it received between 1995 and 2000. Benefits of having younger 
professional’s Young professionals are not only sharing their knowledge with others in the valley, 
they're helping the local economy by spending money, buying homes and contributing to the local tax 
base.  
 
VALLY FOCUS, 10/15/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 1 & 2: Fresno Historical Society: Civil War Revisited: We were joined by Jill Moffatt, 
Executive Director and John Nevins, past president, National Civil War Association as they came to 
talk about this event. Weekend events include a replica of the world’s first successful combat 
submarine “the H.L. Hunley”that will make its only 2006 west coast appearance along with battle 
reenactments and camps depicting the civil war.  They also host Camp Night and the Soldiers Dinner. 
Fresno County’s Kearney Park will host this weekends event were 30 thousand will watch the “Civil 
War Revisited” bringing the past to life as a history lesson comes to life for valley students. The re-
enactment recreates America’s deadliest war were more than 650 thousand Americans were killed.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 10/22/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Fresno Grand Opera: “South Pacific” “Cinderella” Manon Lescaut”: We were joined by 
Ron Eichman, General Director, Fresno Grand Opera. The Fresno Grand Opera has brought many 
spectacular performers to the valley such as four time Tony winner, Audra McDonald. The Fresno 
Grand Opera is proud to announce three new Oprah’s coming to the William Saroyan Theatre with the 
Fresno Philharmonic and they include “South Pacific”, “Cinderella”, and “Manon Lescent”.  
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
Talking to Kids about School Shootings:  1:47 min   Three times in the last week, a shooter has 
walked into an American school and starting firing. When your kids come home and ask you about 
these tragedies, what will you say? 
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Muslim Students Face Discrimination:     1:39 min. As Muslim Americans celebrate this holy month of 
Ramadan, many are also dealing with discrimination. A recent gallup poll shows almost forty percent 
of Americans admit they feel at least some prejudice against Muslims. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 10/29/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN. LOCAL 
Segment #3: Lively Arts Foundation: An Evening of Lively Arts to benefit “The Nutcracker” featuring 
the Central California Ballet and the Fresno Philharmonic at the William Saroyan Theatre. We were 
joined by Karen Askren, Member of the Board of Directors, Chair Event and Hal Bolin, President, 
Lively Arts Foundation as they spoke about their event. “An Evening of Lively Arts” includes wine, 
hors d’oeuvres, silent auction, and performance by local artists including members from the Central 
California Ballet and internationally acclaimed cellist Dieter Wulfhorst. Gay McCline, well known 
Fresno artist, will be on hand to discuss his paintings and guests may enjoy the Fresno Art Museum’s 
current exhibits. The Lively Arts Foundation is a non-profit presenting and support organization whose 
mission is to help establish the Fresno metropolitan area as a major cultural force in California by 
providing a variety of world class music, dance, and dramatic entertainment and by fostering a 
challenging and enriched environment for talented local students in the performing arts. 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: 
More African – Americans are Home Schooling – Part One  1:45 Min.: According to estimates from 
the U.S. Department Education, African American Families make up one of the fastest growing 
segments of the home school population. Connect with Kids looks into why. 
Is Home Schooling Right For You? – Part Two  1:42 Min. 
African-American families who home school their kids used to be rare. Now, there are 85 thousand 
black students in America who are home schooled. Experts say the number is climbing. Connect with 
Kids has some points to consider, if you are thinking about home schooling your children. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/19/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: Fresno County Office of Education:  Educator of the Year:  
Each year, the Fresno County Office of Education honors an administrator, a teacher and an 
employee at their Educator of the Year awards ceremony. These educators go above and beyond the 
call of duty. ABC30 is a proud sponsor. We were introduced to Peter Tozlian, Principal, Madison 
Elementary School and “Administrator of the Year” recipient  
Segment #2:  Teacher of the Year: we were introduced to Angla Ballew, Hallmark Center, Sanger 
Unified School District, “Teacher of the Year” recipient. 
Segment #3: Employee of the Year: We were introduced to Victor Lemus, Outreach Consultant, Sun 
Empire Elementary, Kerman Unified, “Employee of the Year” recipient 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/19/06, 9:340AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #4: City of Fresno, Parks, Recreation and Community Service- FUN: Christmas Parade and 
City Hall Tree Lighting & Christmas at the Mall. We were joined by William Broomfield, Events 
Manager, City of Fresno Parks, Recreation and Community Services Department as they talked about 
their events. Fresno Metropolitan Christmas Celebrations includes an array of events including “City 
Hall Tree Lighting Ceremony” on December 8th, The 77th Annual Christmas Parade on December 9th 
and Christmas at the Mall December 10th 0 17th. A Schedule will be published detailing the weekend 
performance schedule including choirs of children, seniors, young adults and other groups 
representing our diverse community. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/12/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN. ,LOCAL 
Segment #3: Community Food Bank: Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive: We were joined by Sarah 
Reyes, President and CEO of Community Food Bank. The Community Food Bank in Fresno is 
holding their annual Thanksgiving Food Drive. It will provide 8,000,000 pounds of food for hungry 
people all over Fresno, Madera, and Kings Counties for the next 12 months. It also provides food for 
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our area’s seniors and for children. They also provide food for distribution through their Mobile Pantry 
and expand the feeding of children through their Kids Café Program. 
Segment #4: Fresno West Coalition for Economic Development: Risk Takers and Dream Makers: We 
were joined by Keith Kelly, CEO Executive Director. They are hosting their “Risk Takers-Dream 
Makers” event. FWCED is working several strategic partners to assist the community access housing 
in two ways: (1) developing housing that people can afford in southwest Fresno and (2) educating 
residents to the process and the programs available to help first time home buyers. FWCED is doing 
its' part to enhance West Fresno's business community through advocacy, technical assistance, and 
networking opportunities.  Understanding that small business and entrepreneurship are essential to 
neighborhood economic growth, FWCED has helped 40 residents write their own business. Fresno 
West Coalition for Economic Development has created several programs that involve generating 
employment for all southwest Fresno residents.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/26/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #2: Fresno Historical Society: Land Between Two Rivers. We were joined by Jill Moffat, 
Executive Director, Fresno Historical Society and Bob Pennell, Tribal Cultural Resources Director, 
Table Mountain Rancheria. The Fresno Historical Society celebrated Fresno’s Sesquicentennial with 
great events and shared its rich history. The documentary film “A Land Between Two Rivers” can be 
purchased through the Fresno Historical Society and tells the story of central California between the 
San Joaquin and Kings Rivers, where people from every part of the world have converged to create 
the most productive agricultural region on Earth. The program reveals the human and environmental 
sacrifices in the shadow of this success, and shows how issues of concern in times past remain 
relevant today as central California faces the future. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/26/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: A Smart Pill for Kids: What lengths would you go to help your child 
achieve in school? Find an expensive tutor? Change schools? SAT Prep Classes? Request the best 
teachers? What about giving them Ritalin? In a national survey, 67 percent of physicians polled said 
parents had requested ADHD medications for their children for the sole purpose of enhancing 
academic performance. Connect with Kids has the story. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 12/17/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: Fresno Metropolitan Museum: Winter Camp: We were joined by Jon Carroll, Director of 
Marketing. The Metropolitan Museum as been under major construction but it won’t stop them from 
offering young people their winter camp. Young people can remain active and engaged during their 
winter break from school by attending Winter Camp at the Met 2006. Through a variety of motivating 
activities, children will create memories to last a lifetime. In addition to the hands-on extravaganza of 
creativity, children will interact with more than 30 hands-on science exhibits at the Reeves ASK 
Science Center. Not only will they explore the joy of creating artwork, they will experience science first 
hand. 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids 
Websites that promote Eating Disorders 1:49 Min.: A Growing number of web sites is part of a 
disturbing trend. They promote self-destructive behaviors, including Anorexia, especially among 
teens. 
Monitoring a Diabetic Kid at School 1:39 Min., Two facts about children and health are on a collision 
course, first there is a shortage of nurses in American schools and second is the growing number of 
kids who need some level of Medical care while in school 
New Girls Sport, Boxing: 1:39 Min.: The number of female member of the USA Boxing. The National 
Amateur Boxing Organization has tripled in the past decade and many girls seem to be taking on the 
sport as a hobby. 
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VALLEY FOCUS, 12/03/06,  9:30AM, :30 Min., Local 
Segment #1: The Lively Arts Foundation: The Nutcracker: We were joined by Hal Bolen, President of 
the Board of Directors for the Lively Arts Foundation and Jan Edwards, member of the Board of 
Directors. The Lively Arts Foundation presents the Central California Ballet’s Nutcracker featuring 
distinguished guests dancers from the San Francisco Opera Ballet and the Fresno Philharmonic 
Orchestra. As an added attraction, the occasion will be the home town debut of orchestral conductor 
Leanna Sterios-Primiani, a Fresno native who is one of the rising stars in the international classical 
music firmament. This combines the familiar Tchaikowski music and classical ballet with a livelier 
retelling of the 1814 fairy tale that the original 1890’s Russian Ballet was based upon. 
Segment #2: The Children’s Musical Theater works presents Seuss cal, The Dr. Seuss Musical. We 
were joined by Joel Abels, Artistic Director for Children’s Musical Theaterworks. With us was Steve 
Souza, the actor playing the Cat in the Hat. This Musical Theaterworks Fresno audience is back for a 
return trip t Whoville. Seussical creates the witty, wild and whimsical world of Dr. Seuss as it has 
never been seen before. This program is recommended for the whole family. 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids: Connect with Kids is a series of stories that provides information that 
may help families understand children’s issues in today’s world.  
Do Same-Sex Classes Improve Grade? 1:45 Min.: Should boys and girls be separated at school? The 
US Department of Education recently changed the title nine laws to give schools more freedom to set 
up all-boy and all-girl classrooms. Connect with Kids had the story. 
How Stereotypes Lower Test Scores 1:44 Min.: When students take a test in school, how well they 
performance depends on more than just how smart they are and how hard they study. There is 
another factor at work, a hard to measure intangible that is about how they see themselves and others 
see them.  
Kids Who Hide Their Illiteracy: 1:39 Min. Millions of Kids across the country are keeping a secret from 
their family, their friends and their teachers. They’re brilliant at keeping it and yet ironically, that’s the 
one thing that’s holding them back.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 12/24/06 & 12/31/06 , 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL: 
Segment #1: Stone Soup of Fresno: PaNau, Threads of Life, Cultural Programs and New Years: We 
were joined by Kathy Gabarbed, Executive Director and Mai Ka Yang, Developer, Stone Soup. Stone 
Soup Fresno has spent a decade bringing cultures together,helping young children get a great start in 
school, and making sure teens lead their life with great self esteem. Their journey has been guided by 
proven strategies, dynamic programs, and most important, dedicated people. Mai Ka Yang grew up in 
Stone Soup and has come back with an education from UC Davis to give back to her community as 
developer for Stone Soup. The Threads of Life, the traditional needle art so important to Hmong girls 
and life and identity is highlighted. 
Segment #2: Fresno City College: Foster Bridge Youth Program: We were joined by  
Dalvin Baker, Independent Living Program Supervisor and Lisa Nichols, California Connected by 25 
Initiatives, Coordinator. The Foster Bridge program is an intensive program designed to offer aging-
out foster youth the support and guidance they need in order to make a smooth transition into college 
and /or vocational training. The commitment consists of two full time semesters at Fresno City College 
while co-enrolled with Workforce Connection service. Fresno City College is now enrolling these 
students for the spring semester 2007 which begins in January. 
 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/01/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
One of the country's top educators is in the valley this weekend as part of an effort to help local 
students get a leg up, especially if they come from poor performing schools. Morgan brown from the 
u-s department of education came from Washington DC to the valley to meet with students and 
parents. He says the no child left behind act requires school districts to set aside 20 percent of federal 
money to educate low income students. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/19/06, LENGTH 2:43 MIN., LOCAL 
An estimated 90% of the homes in Pixley do not have a computer at home. Over the next 3 years the 
"Pixley Connect Project" hopes to change that by bringing high speed internet into more homes and 
computer skills to more residents. A town of about 3,000, Pixley is just one of many south valley 
towns that lack advanced technology now have high speed service that can be transmitted to homes 
through this hub.  AT&T is giving $600,000 over the next 3 years to help fund the project. 
A computer training center will be set up and computer literacy classes will start up within the next 
couple months. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/20/06, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 
According to the U.S. Department of Education, the number of home schooled children in the United 
States is growing-especially among African Americans. But, how do you know if it's right for your 
child? Other factors to consider-can one parent afford to give up their income? Is there a space at 
home where kids won't be distracted? And will kids still have a chance to socialize? Experts say if the 
answers are yes, kids often fare well. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/20/06, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 
During these last few weeks both candidates have been going door to door answering questions, 
introducing themselves to residents and encouraging people to get out and vote. And with election 
night just over two weeks away, I sat down with both candidates to talk about the issue and the race. 
Allan McClain has the support of the three previous Sheriffs, along with four county supervisors. Chris 
Jordan has been endorsed by the Hanford and Corcoran Police Associations. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
If the statewide bond measure is approved, proposition 1D would give K through- 12 schools about 
seven billion dollars for construction and modernization projects. More than three billion dollars would 
go to community colleges and schools in the state university and UC systems. Action News North 
Valley Bureau Chief Katie Hammer is live in Merced with how the passage of prop would affect the 
Merced campus and why opponents say the bond misleads voters. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 
Both Valerie Davis and Tony Vang say they can still win re-election without the backing of Pete 
Mehas.  Mehas pulled his support because he feels a special interest group has too much of an 
influence over Davis and Vang. For two Fresno unified school board incumbents, the three R's consist 
of reading, writing and the rescinding of a key endorsement.  School board races could get even 
uglier. Mehas also took aim at what he called blatant untruthful remarks in campaign mailers sent by 
the Fresno teachers union. This mailer attacks Pat Barr, a candidate Mehas endorses. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/24/06, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
UC Merced officials say construction at the university may come to a halt if voters don't pass a 10-
billion dollar bond measure. New building construction has already been delayed after fewer than 
expected students enrolled for the second year of classes. Proposition one-d would give about 7-
billion dollars to k though 12 schools and more than three billion dollars would go to community 
colleges,and schools in the state university and UC systems. Opponents say the interest on the bond 
is too high and there is no guarantee that UC Merced will ever see the money. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/24/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Public schools will soon be allowed to teach boys and girls separately. Starting November 24th, local 
school leaders will have more leeway to set up single sex classes for some subjects, or for a grade 
level or even an entire school. The U.S. Attorney general says it's legal. But the American association 
of university women says it would toss aside basic legal standards prohibiting sex discrimination in 
education.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH 2:13 MIN., LOCAL 
There are 10 candidates, four school board seats and that’s a lot of people, a lot of issues, and a lot of 
money being spent in the races for the Fresno Unified School Board. In fact a group of community 
leaders and organizations called "Voices for Excellence" has already spent thousands of dollars 
campaigning for four candidates. Over the next four days on action news at 6:30 we will take a look at 
each candidate in each race. The candidates are from the area around Edison High School in 
southwest Fresno.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
Students at a valley high school were taught a special lesson. Clovis High School hosted the 4th 
annual Latino Success Conference this morning. It's part of their effort to motivate young Hispanic 
students to pursue professional careers and Latino professionals from around the valley who took part 
in the conference. It was a good way to help encourage higher education after graduation. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
They are the architects of the next generation, some special educators received honors. Angela 
Ballew is the Fresno County Teacher of the Year. She teaches at Hallmark Charter School in Sanger. 
ABC30 and the Educational Employee’s Credit Union are sponsors of this annual event. The county 
office of education also recognized Kerman Unified Victor Lemus as the employee of the year and 
Peter Tozlian from Central Unified as the Administrator. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/25/06, LENGTH :12 SEC., LOCAL 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger took his campaign an Oakland charter school he discussed the 10 
billions set aside for education infrastructure in his strategic growth plan. The plan was passed by the 
legislature earlier this year. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/25/06, LENGTH 2:25 MIN., LOCAL 
Jaquelynne Fontaine was crowned miss California in July and her platform at first was music 
education - but a health scare involving her father led her to a diabetes prevention platform, which she 
is taking to students in school districts all over the state. Tonight at 6:30 at central east high school in 
Fresno Miss California will host an open house for Spanish speaking parents. Nearly eight percent of 
Latino Americans over the age of 20 have been diagnosed with diabetes. Miss California will be 
answering questions about eating right, exercise as well diabetes awareness and prevention. This 
event is free and open to the public. 
 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/25/06, LENGTH 1:37 MIN., LOCAL 
Immigration and education top the list of issues that people want to hear about according to the public 
policy institute of California survey. But political analysts say the reason those issues aren't being 
discussed has to do with the governor's big lead over his opponent. With less than two weeks until 
Election Day a new survey focuses on how much attention voters are paying to the candidates for 
Governor. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/26/06, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger will be here at Fresno State this morning. He’s attending a board 
meeting of the California partnership for the central valley. The group is a mix of lawmakers and 
business leaders.  They are working to find ways to improve our economy. According to experts, that's 
exactly what voters want to hear. A new survey by the Public Policy Institute of California focuses on 
voters' feels about the race for Governor. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/26/06, LENGTH 2:09 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno Unified has been looking into voluntary drug testing for high school students for the last 6 
weeks. Today, Fresno mayor Alan Autry said the threat of drugs to our society is worse than that of 
terrorism and challenged the school district to adopt the program. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/26/06, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 
This year's Fresno Unified School District race has attracted a broad range of candidates with very 
diverse backgrounds. In the run for the seat in area 4, The McLane High School District, the two 
candidates are very different in their approach to education, but their goals are the same.   
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/27/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
Another valley school district is considering drug testing for its students. The Fresno Unified School 
District is studying the voluntary program for its high scholars. Just three days ago Central Unified 
approved a similar plan that will start next fall. After more research, Fresno Unified will present its 
findings to the Board of Education in January.  
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/15/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno Unified is asking for the community's help to improve students' education. The district will hold 
its first round of public meetings to find new ideas to improve student performance in the classroom.  
Just two years ago the district was under threat of a state take over, but a turn-around prevented that. 
Superintendent Michael Hanson says district leaders are now focusing on improving leadership and 
community engagement. He hopes parents have suggestions on how to make the district better. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/15/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Truancy is a gateway to juvenile delinquency and truancy is an early warning sign of drug use teen 
pregnancy and education failure which comes by the way of expulsion out of school due to truancy 
issues. Penalties parents face for their truant child include a 25-hundred dollar fine and up to one year 
in jail. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/15/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
There is another big announcement concerning education today, this one involving charter schools. 
Officials with charter schools of California have launched their "My School Campaign" to provide 
parents with more information regarding the state's charter schools. A major component of the "my 
school" campaign is a new website where parents can get all the information they need about charter 
schools. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/16/06, LENGTH :18 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno Unified wants your ideas on how to improve students' education within the district.  The district 
will hold its first round of public meetings to find new ideas to improve student performance in the 
classroom.  Superintendent Michael Hanson says district leaders are now focusing on improving 
leadership and getting the community invested in the schools. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/17/06, LENGTH :12 SEC.,LOCAL 
A college education is crucial but it can cost more than thirty thousand dollars a year depending on 
the school by knowing a few tricks, you can get free money out there to help pay for higher education. 
Consumer reports say if you are applying for a merit award and limit the number of applications to 
eight because experts say applying to more could actually hurt your chances of getting in. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/17/06, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 
Parents consider their child's education very important, and they want nothing but the best. And 
sometimes that may mean providing medication like Ritalin. In this segment of Connect with Kids, 
Action News Anchor Maureen Naylor tells us why some parents are requesting ADHD medications 
just to improve their child's academic performance. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 2:05 MIN., LOCAL 
896 applicants from 340 universities here in the United States applied for the Rhodes scholarship. 
Julie Veroff from Fresno is one of 32 men and women chosen to actually receive the scholarship for 
2007. The flute and the piano are just a few things this 21 year old Stanford University senior majoring 
in international relations has mastered. Now a Rhodes Scholar, Julie Veroff is the first person from 
Fresno to receive the honor. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/25/06, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
Should boys and girls be separated at school? The US Department of Education recently changed the 
title nine laws to give schools more freedom to set up all-boy and all-girl classrooms. In this segment 
of Connect with Kids, Action News reporter Corin Hoggard tells us about the advantages of the 
separation in the classroom. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH :21 SEC,. LOCAL 
 A south valley public park received a hefty donation today to expand their learning center. Kings 
County resident Don Souza donated 450-thousand dollars to Burris Park. The money will help fund 
three separate projects in the park including a museum expansion, new classrooms, an amphitheater, 
and a wildlife meadow. The money goes to a local school organization dedicated to improving 
education programs at the park. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/30/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/01/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Junior High students in Merced County went toe-to-toe, or in this case, letter-for-letter in a battle to 
crown a champion speller. 25 students from several middle schools in Merced County competed for 
the top speller position in a county wide spelling bee. The winner of this year's bee was eighth grader 
Kristin lacey of Merced. The winning word in this year's bee was "reconnaissance" which is "an 
examination or survey of the general geological characteristics of a region."  
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/04/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Supporters and opponents of affirmative action in public education gathered outside the US Supreme 
Court. The court is hearing arguments on whether school districts may consider the race of students 
when assigning them to schools. Parents are challenging school plans that follow racial quotas in 
Kentucky and Washington State. The policies in question are designed to keep schools from 
segregating along the same lines as neighborhoods. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/05/06, LENGTH 2:08 MIN., LOCAL 
Over the years several students from Birney Elementary have been selected to attend the leadership 
forum, but none of them were able to go because of expenses. Students and teachers say this time 
around their student will go to D.C. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM 12/11/06, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno State is teaming up with several other colleges and universities around the valley to try and 
get more children to think about "higher education". Studies show the number of students in California 
attending college directly after high school has declined over the past decade. The "Central Valley 
Higher Education Consortium" has been formed to try and turn that around. Fresno State, West Hills 
Community College and U.C. Merced are all involved with the program. Educators say the key is 
getting children to think about college before they even reach high school. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/13/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
A new education complex is on the drawing board in Clovis unified. The project would bring a sixth 
high school to the district to accommodate the area's projected growth. Officials have already been 
looking at land to buy so they can build the education complex. The land is located in southeast 
Fresno and is bordered by Clinton, Highland, Leonard and McKinley. Most of the land is owned by the 
Fresno metropolitan flood control with 10 homes on the property. School officials say they have not 
received any opposition from homeowners who will more than likely have to sell. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/14/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Clovis Unified is relieving some of its growing pains with a new high school. The new education 
complex will be in east Fresno by Clinton, highland, Leonard and McKinley. Most of the land is owned 
by the Fresno metropolitan flood control. But there are 10 homeowners who will have to sell their 
property. School officials say those people have not yet objected to the plan. If the project goes 
forward, the new education complex will be open for the 2016 school year. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH 2:17 SEC., LOCAL 
The biggest complaint from opponents, the university's environmental impact report didn't adequately 
address concerns like traffic and unfair business competition. But the university president, and even 
the developer, tried their best to calm any worries. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/24/06, 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
It's a little after 8 am and these Fresno Fire Department recruits are training to work in tight quarters. 
Every aspect of their safety and that of the public is part of the job. Their boss, Fresno Fire Chief 
Randy Bridgman believes that includes educating the public. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: GOOD KIDS, BAD CHOICES 
Sunday, October 8th @ 4:30PM 
Adolescence is a time of risk-taking; unfortunately sometimes teenagers take dangerous risks that 
can change their lives forever. According to the most recent survey from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 43% of US teens admitted to drinking alcohol in the past month; 20% used 
marijuana, and 10% said they had driven a car after drinking. According to the CDC, almost half of all 
high school students (47%) have had sex, and 37% of those did not use a condom. The number one 
killer of teenagers is automobile accidents. Many teenagers, like 18-year-old Sarah Barasch, don’t 
think about the consequences. “I knew sexual behavior without planning was risky,” Sarah says, “and 
I did it anyway.” Why do some teens take dangerous risks, while others do not? Is there something 
parents can do to minimize the risks of adolescence? Good Kids, Bad Choices explores these issues 
and offers advice from experts for parents and teens. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: SEX AND THE SILENT PARENT: 
Sunday, December 9th @ 5:00PM 
Sex is everywhere:  TV, billboards, magazines, music videos, even textbooks and the internet.  But 
how much do teenagers really know?  Four million teens contract a sexually transmitted disease each 
year; nearly a third of sexually active teenage girls have already been pregnant at least once; two-
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thirds of teenagers say their parents have never talked to them about where to get birth control.  Gail 
Elizabeth Wyatt is a sex researcher author of the book “No More Clueless Sex.”  She says, “We need 
to grow up and be more responsible as adults, as Americans, who have so much information at hand, 
and yet we’re so afraid of sex that we won’t even teach our own children.”  When, where and HOW 
should parents talk with their kids about sex.  
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/09/06, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah’s High School Challenge: A Special Presentation: The Show Oprah Wants You to See With 
Your Children: Oprah didn’t believe it would work until she saw it with her own eyes. She’s not kidding 
when she says this could change the world. Go inside a daring experiment as 64 teens are 
transformed through confrontation, heartache, confession, and even forgiveness. It is a show that you 
and your family cannot miss. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/23/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Jay Leno Introduces Us To Amazing Kids: They are unlike any kids you’ve seen before. Meet the six 
year old genius. Go inside the mind of a seven year old whiz kid and the return of “Abby” the wonder 
girl.  
 
 
 
PSA       LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Historical Society: Civil War Revisited   :30     200 
Historical Society: Land Between Rivers   :30     200 
Becoming an Outdoors Women    :30      60 
Library: Use the Library     :30      11 
Lively Arts Foundation: Nutcracker Ballet  :30      60 
Fresno Metropolitan Museum:    :30      07 
Hispanic Heritage Month:     :30      90 
United Way/ Read Fresno     :30     200 
FCC V Chip       :30     250 
 
 
 

PUBLIC SAFETY/CRIME 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/29/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 1 & 2: Central California Legal Services, inc.: “Champions of Justice Awards” 40th 
Anniversary luncheon. We were joined by Chris a. Schneider, Executive Director who spoke about the 
event. The CCL will present several champions of justice awards to recognize the significant efforts of 
individuals and/or organizations that provide extraordinary and dedicated services to address legal 
issues of low-income valley residents. The CCLS board has established an annual “Ronald m. 
George equal justice award.” This year’s award goes to California Supreme Court Chief Justice 
Ronald m. George for his strong and unwavering leadership and commitment to access to justice.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/12/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: California Highway Patrol: Safety Seat Check & Recruitment Opportunities: we were 
joined by officer Michael Sales, Central California Division CHP, and Special Projects Unit: some 
alarming statistics show more than 90 percent of all child safety seats are improperly installed. The 
best thing to do is never to use a hand-me down car seats unless you know the history. They gave 
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more advice including having the seat at a 45 degree angle and how to tightly strap in a seat and 
child. The CHP also has about 500 new positions this fiscal year to fill. 
Segment #2: Encourage Tomorrow: programs/new locations/community support: We were joined by 
Suzanne Moreno, Chief Executive Officer, Encourage Tomorrow as she spoke about their mission 
and what they have accomplished in their programs. Encourage tomorrow is involved with families 
and the educational system in the central San Joaquin Valley. Their goal is to prepare children for 
successful and healthy lives and to take pride in their community. We offer various lunch-time and 
after school programs at a school site or community site. We develop programs to address the needs 
of the specific site. We also provide tutoring services in the home, school or other community site. The 
aim programs are gender and ethnic specific curriculum developed by the California state department 
of education for underserved youth. The programs include cultural issues/awareness, career 
development, leadership skills, teen pregnancy prevention, suicide prevention/stress management, 
sexual harassment, self-esteem, goal setting, study skills, decision making skills, health and nutrition, 
drug, alcohol and tobacco prevention, gang prevention, anger and conflict management. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/20/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
People who live in the San Jose Villa apartment complex have been let back into their apartments. 
Many were evacuated to safety while the standoff was going on. Some residents said they heard 
gunshots, and the sound of tear gas grenades exploding for hours after the police officers were shot. 
The gunman's apartment and at least one next door are still contaminated by tear gas fumes. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/22/06, LENGTH :35 SEC,. LOCAL 
The candidates for Fresno County Sheriff are ready to focus on what sets them apart during the  
Sheriff debate that’s not the only disagreement between assistant sheriff Margaret Mims and former 
CHP Captain Cal Minor. They also have different opinions on the biggest crime problem facing Fresno 
county, and much more. You can watch the sheriff candidates' debate right here on ABC30, right after 
this newscast. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM 10/23/06, LENGTH: 27 SEC., LOCAL 
Police are looking for two men suspected of shooting and killing a man in downtown Fresno this 
afternoon. It happened on Tulare near F Street. Witnesses tell police a disturbance inside the "el 
rancho restaurant" between the victim and two other men led to the shooting. The victim was rushed 
to the hospital where he was pronounced dead. Police are looking for two men last seen leaving the 
area in a late 19- 90's white Chevy Suburban. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH :32 SEC. LOCAL 
Students at a Fresno Elementary school, kicked off their annual red ribbon week festivities and they 
had a special guest to help cheer them on McGuffey, the crime dog stopped by Fort Washington 
Elementary this morning as part of their drug free kickoff assembly. And students who participated in 
an artwork contest were presented their awards today. It's just the beginning of their week-long 
celebration pushing a drug-free lifestyle. Tomorrow Clovis West High School students will stop by to 
give presentations on health and wellness 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/23/06, LENGTH :25 SEC. LOCAL 
A new campaign is underway against one of the most controversial proposals on the November ballot. 
Planned Parenthood began running a new campaign ad today opposing proposition 85.  The ad says 
the ballot measure threatens the safety of young women who live in violent homes, because they 
would be afraid to notify their parents before seeking an abortion. But supporters of the ballot initiative 
say parents deserve to know if their underage daughters are seeking an abortion. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH 2:10 MIN., LOCAL 
The San Joaquin Valley Water Quality Coalition says it wants to make sure farmers are following the 
rules, and not cutting any corners that may be causing contamination in local waterways. The group 
will meet with farmers and ranchers at the Merced County Farm Bureau Wednesday.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH 1:32 MIN., LOCAL 
3-point-5 million would dramatically improve the response time of Fresno city fire crews. Chief Randy 
Bruegman is not happy with the city council's response time towards his five-year plan. The plan to 
hire 36 new firefighters was approved by the Fresno city council. That means six fire engines could 
add a fourth firefighter. The problem is the council did not approve the funding to pay for the 
department upgrades. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
Batteries that have been part of recalls of three types of laptop computers are now being recalled 
themselves. About 340-thousand rechargeable, lithium ion batteries are being taken off of store 
shelves because the batteries can overheat, posing a fire hazard. The batteries are made by Sony 
and used in Fujitsu, gateway, Sony, and Toshiba notebook computers. An additional 3-million battery 
packs were sold worldwide, according to the consumer product safety commission. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :23 SEC. LOCAL 
The biggest study ever, of flu shots in children, shows the vaccine is safe for babies and toddlers. 
Researchers looked at 45-thousand vaccinated children. Only thirteen of them had mild nausea and 
diarrhea. The same study also shows that after getting shots, children are less likely to be treated for 
upper respiratory tract and ear infections. The CDC iIs now recommending flu shots for all children 
under five years old. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/25/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
The source of contamination is unclear. But there's concern the high levels of e-coli and pesticides 
could affect crops or people.    More than 1-thousand farmers may have to pay a lot of money to clean 
up local water ways. The Duck Slough, Ash Slough, and the Merced River are being watched very 
closely.  Perry Klassen with the San Joaquin water coalition monitors water under state regulations. 
It's up to farmers like Loui Bandoni to contribute to the coalition to pay for the tests.   
Bandoni is concerned contaminated water could hurt his pocket book.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/25/06, LENGTH :23 SEC.,LOCAL 
Fresno State is offering students a chance to become crime-solving investigators. The school has 
started a new master's degree in the field of forensic science. So far,Jessica  Savopolos is the only 
student enrolled.  The two-year program offers hands-on learning plus real world experience.  
According to school officials, Pennsylvania and Maryland are the only states offering something 
similar. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/26/06, LENGTH 2:23 MIN., LOCAL 
It appears wild pigs may be to blame for the spread of the deadly e-coli bacteria in spinach, sparking 
an outbreak that killed three people. Investigators have now zeroed in on a single ranch in the Salinas 
valley area. Action news reporter Leslie Brinkley is in Sacramento with the results from a hearing 
today on the safety of spinach and how pigs have been linked to last month's rash of illnesses. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/27/06, LENGTH 1:27 MIN., LOCAL 
The National Center for Injury Prevention and Control says kids are four times more likely to get 
struck by a car on Halloween than on any other day and the primary reason? There are more cars 
and children out on the road.  Safety expert David Madras says Halloween costumes can block vision 
and hearing and with shorter daylight hours and drivers can't see as well.     
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/27/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
Valley resources are being stretched to the limit with so many local fire departments helping to fight 
the Esperanza Fire. The Fresno City Fire Department is now operating with minimum staffing. 
The department has twenty engines and five trucks available for fire calls and emergency aid. But fire 
officials say that won't have any effect on public safety. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/27/06, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
Produce growers don't want what happened to fresh spinach to ever happen again. An agricultural 
trade group is proposing mandatory food safety guidelines for California lettuce and spinach 
producers. The proposal seeks to enhance safety precautions for water and soil testing, worker 
sanitation and everything else that is done in the field. More than 200 people were sick and three 
people died from the e-coli outbreak that affected half the country. Investigators linked the E. coli to 
wild pigs that may have spread the bacteria by trampling fences surrounding a Salinas valley spinach 
field.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/30/06, LENGTH :22 SEC.,LOCAL 
Local AG crime investigators have recovered 135-thousand dollars worth of stolen almonds hundreds 
of miles from Fresno County. These sliced almonds are part of a 40-thousand pound shipment that 
was stolen from a Fresno truck yard earlier this month. The almonds were processed by Campos’s 
brother’s farms near Caruthers. Authorities say the product was being stored at a warehouse in San 
Leandro in the bay area. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH :43 SEC., LOCAL 
The Fire Department will receive almost 400- thousand dollars. Fire Chief Randy Breogan says the 
money will go toward adding a fourth firefighter to six city engine crews. Chief Breugman says the 
addition of extra firefighters will translate to a higher level of public safety for Fresno residents.  
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH :28 SEC. LOCAL 
Fresno's Police Chief will meet with county leaders tomorrow to discuss a partnership to fight gangs. It 
was just last week that Fresno mayor Alan Autry unveiled his plan to prevent young people from 
joining gangs, while helping others get out of the lifestyle. But Police Chief Jerry Dyer says cracking-
down on gang activity in the city could drive crime into nearby rural communities.  Dyer will go before 
the board of supervisors to present his plan on how the city and county can work together. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/22/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Businesses are looking for extra help for the holiday season and that may mean your teenager could 
be landing a part-time job for the holidays. One thing to keep in mind is safety; national statistics show 
teens are uniquely prone to on-the-job-injuries. In this segment of Connect with Kids, Stacy Dewitt 
tells us how teens can stay safe on the job. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/22/06, LENGTH :21 SEC., LOCAL 
Operation Christmas presence" is underway in Fresno. The Fresno Police Department is joining 
forces with sheriff's deputies and highway patrol officers to keep people safe during the holiday 
season. They remind shoppers to keep a close eye on their surroundings and always store purchases 
out of sight. Chief Jerry Dyer promises help won't be far away if something does go wrong. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/22/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
There's now a preliminary injunction against the city. So it has to find a way to store homeless 
people's property if it clears out areas like this one again. Some call them "clean ups" others call them 
"Raids"But today a federal judge made it clear the current approach is illegal. Fresno city manager 
Andy Souza says the city will now deal with homeless encampments on a case by case basis. But the 
court's preliminary injunction does not stop all clean up operations. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/23/06, LENGTH 1:13 MIN., LOCAL 
Raw turkey can be a breeding ground for bacteria, so careful handling is essential, starting with 
thawing. The best way to thaw a turkey is in the refrigerator.  Chef Samantha Enzmann instructs all 
her students to begin by washing their hands before and after handling raw poultry and meat.    She 
warns them not to cross contaminate their work surfaces.   
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/23/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
A deadly accident is raising questions about the safety of a southeast Fresno intersection. A woman 
died tonight, after she crashed her car into a pickup truck at Jensen and willow. The driver of the truck 
was not hurt. Police say the woman ran a stop sign. But a neighbor tells Action News one of the stop 
signs at the intersection can't be seen. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
North Hanford has seen over 30 burglaries in less than two months. Now Hanford police are stepping 
up and trying to help shield residents from these "day-time burglars." 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/29/06, LENGTH 4;00 MIN., LOCAL 
Both employees complained about rat and mice droppings at the park. The Fresno county health 
department ruled those complaints were valid, but one man says he was fired for speak just yesterday 
the water park sent us this fax. It points out the park has been closed to customers since September. 
The kitchen only opens for the summer after passing an inspection by the Fresno County Health 
Department up to his employer. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/18/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN. LOCAL 
Police say Bill and Lena Chapman were killed in their home and the murderer or murderers, tried 
burning the house down to cover up their crimes. It's being called one of the most shocking crimes in 
Merced history. And police say they'll do anything to solve the crime. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
If you have a job this holiday, you may want to give thanks to a Fresno man. He's a troubleshooter -- 
tackling local issues like unemployment, education, and air quality. Peter Weber's love affair with 
Fresno is benefiting the entire community. Weber is a former Titan of Corporate America, serving as 
an executive with several companies. But now he's an economic development "problem solver" for 
Fresno and the valley. Weber is advising Mayor Alan Autry, or Governor Schwarzenegger or talking to 
school board members or consulting with local business leaders on how to grow their companies and 
create good paying jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
Retailers have come up with a new way to use video cameras. In addition to fighting crime, they're 
also being used to track your shopping habits. It's called "consumer behavior surveillance". 
Companies use software that turns video of customers into hard data, allowing retailers to make 
changes if sales are slow in certain parts of the store.  
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/25/06, LENGTH 1;58 MIN., LOCAL 
It's the biggest meth lab bust of the year in Fresno County. After a month of surveillance, agents of the 
methamphetamine task force moved in tonight, seizing a super lab, and arresting two men. Agents 
think this farm worker bunkhouse west of Fresno has been operating undetected as a meth factory for 
at least three years. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno is safer now than it's been in almost 35 years when it comes to crime. New figures from 
Fresno police show violent crimes are down almost eleven percent through October when compared 
to the same time last year. Among violent crimes, murders are seeing the biggest drop down more 
than 23 percent and property crime is also down nine percent this year. Police say the decline is partly 
thanks to monthly meetings where leaders look closely at statistics and crime trends. They say it 
helps them set priorities for fighting crime. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/13/06, LENGTH 1:40 MIN., LOCAL 
Safety experts say in four out of five school shootings, the attackers told someone beforehand ...  
About their plans. And it may be a struggle to get kids to come forward and report bad things they see 
or hear about their peers doing. In todays connect with kids action news anchor Margot Kim tells us 
about the website that is offering a solution for kids. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/14/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
San Diego is making sure its students are safe. The school district there bought 25 school buses with 
seat belts. The district says the students have been good about wearing their seat belts on the buses. 
It cost an extra 12-thousand dollars for each bus to be outfitted with the gear. A national highway 
traffic safety administration study showed an average of 10 people die inside a school bus each year. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
Economy cars made by Hyundai and Toyota got low marks in new side-impact crash tests showing 
the downsides of driving small cars.  The insurance institute for highway safety gave top marks to the 
Nissan versa Toyota Yaris. And Honda fit models with side air bags. But four vehicles got the lowest 
rating of poor in side-impact protection. They include the Toyota Yaris without side air bags. The 
Scion, XB, the Hyundai Accent and KIA RIO. The institute says it tested the economy vehicles for the 
first time because high gasoline prices have made the small cars more popular. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/21/06, LENGTH :29 SEC., LOCAL 
You'll notice a new campaign around Fresno -- aimed at preventing holiday accidents at home and on 
the road. Public service messages from the Fresno fire department are on city buses, in movie 
theaters, and on radio and T.V. They're meant to educate the public -- and also to elevate the image 
of the department. The mult-media safety campaign is just beginning. Officials say they are working 
on two more PSA's for early next year. The department says 400-thousand dollars in federal grants is 
paying for the campaign. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/22/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
That suspect is 47 year old Talal Ali Chammout the owner of a mini-mart in Porterville. He entered a 
not guilty plea during today's hearing. The US attorney's office says he's been under surveillance by 
the FBI for 2 years and is a threat to society. His attorney says he's a family man a US citizen who 
loves his country. 
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ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/22/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
Mixed news from a new report on drinking and driving, the National Highway Traffic Safety 
Administration says 23- states had fewer people killed in alcohol related crashes but California isn't 
one of them. More people were killed in 2005, than in 2004.the number of deaths increased in 20 
other states and stayed the same in six. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/28/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
More than 14 thousand strollers are being recalled because of its threat to children riding it. The 
consumer product safety commission is recalling "Phil and Ted's e-three stroller. It comes with a 
detachable seat that can be added to the top or back of the stroller. When the second seat is attached 
to the rear of the stroller, the child can reach out and touch the wells, putting that child at risk for an 
abrasion. The stroller's manufacturer regal lager says it has received one report of an injury. If you 
have an E 3, contact Regal Lager and they'll send you wheel guards. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/28/06, LENGTH 2:17 MIN., LOCAL 
New designs on child safety seats intended for easier installation aren't working. According to a recent 
safety study and many parents find the new "latch" safety system confusing and are using them 
improperly when securing their children in their vehicles. Action News Anchor Debra Steele explains 
why the seats are such trouble for some parents. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/28/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Health and safety code violations closed a historic south valley hotel and inspector’s today shutdown 
the Porterville Hotel. It was built in 1888 to house railroad workers. But for the past 20 years low-
income families have lived there but the 70-unit hotels in bad condition, so the city finally closed it. 
Porterville leaders haven't decided whether to tear it down or renovate it. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/03/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Why 15 year-old Jessica Coleman killed her baby: at 15 years old, she was the all American girl. Now, 
she is in prison for what she did to her baby. Jessica Colman talks about the pregnancy she hid from 
her mother, the day she delivered her son, and why she did what she did. It is a show no parent or 
teenager should miss. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/04/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Back from the brink of suicide: what makes a devoted wife and mother jump off a bridge? A 16-year-
old lay down in front of a speeding freight train? Or, a high-school student put a gun to their head? 
They tried to kill themselves and lived. Now, what these guests desperately want us to know.  
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/14/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Dad kills twins: the truth about depression: it began as an innocent game of hide and seeks and 
turned deadly. An exclusive Oprah goes inside a maximum security prison. One on one with the 
suburban banker who murdered his own children. And why his wife forgives him. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 12/08/06, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
A mother burned alive by her husband: a beautiful mother and wife burned alive by her own husband. 
The important message she has for all women.  
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PSA       LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Drug Abuse/ Lingo      :20      07 
Drug Abuse/Like You RX     :30      26 
Drug Abuse/Steriods     :30      02 
Drug Abuse/Meth Lab     :30       07 
Fresno Fire Dept: DUI     :30      22 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      25 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      20 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      21 
Marjaree Mason Center: Top Ten Women   :30     100 
 
 
 
 
 

HEALTH CARE ISSUES 
 

VALLEY FOCUS, 10/15/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 3 & 4: Hinds Hospice: Time to Remember, Angle Babies Golf Classic, Angel Babies 
Walk/Run: We were joined by Kathy Cromwell, MSW, Director of Hinds Hospice Center for Grief and 
Loss and Samantha Schuh, Fund Development Coordinator joined the show to talk about some very 
special events to benefit the Hospice Center for Grief and Loss. Hinds Hospice opened their doors in 
1981. Their gold was to uphold the dignity and ease the suffering of the terminally ill while supporting 
caregivers and those in mourning. Since that time, the Hinds Hospice programs and services has 
expanded to helping thousands of people who need Hinds Hospice. The events planned include, A 
Time to Remember ceremony at Woodward Park on October 21st, the 1st annual Angel Babies Golf 
Classic @ Brighton Crest Golf & Country Club. Since Angle Babies does not receive any 
reimbursement for services provided, therely heavily on donations, grants and fundraisers to support 
the program. Next year will be the 3rd Annual Angle Babies Walk/Run Fundraiser on May 5th at 
Woodward Park. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 10/22/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 1 & 2: West Fresno Health Care Coalition, Inc.”This Is Your Life of Service”. We were joined 
by Yolanda Randles, Executive Director, West Fresno Health and Dr. Edward Mosley, Board Chair as 
they came to speak about their event. West Fresno Health Care Coalition, Inc. presents the 2nd 
annual “This is Your Life of Service: A Tribute to Community Health Champions. This year, they are 
honoring three individuals, Willie L. Brown., M.D., Earl R. Meyers, M.D. and Mel Renge, Pharm.D. 
Award recipients are recognized as champions of the community health for exhibiting compassion, 
dedication and public service to Valley residents and impacted the West Fresno community. The 
WFHCC was formed by a group of concerned West Fresno residents that recognized the need for 
additional healthcare and education. WFHCC was created to address the growing health disparities, 
lack of health services and provide a healthier way of living for those in West Fresno. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/12/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: California Highway Patrol: Safety Seat Check & Recruitment Opportunities: We were 
joined by Officer Michael Sales, Central California Division CHP, and Special Projects Unit: Some 
alarming statistics show more than 90 percent of all child safety seats are improperly installed. The 
best thing to do is never to use a hand-me down car seats unless you know the history. They gave 
more advice including having the seat at a 45 degree angle and how to tightly strap in a seat and 
child. The CHP also has about 500 new positions this fiscal year to fill. 
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Segment #2: Encourage Tomorrow: Programs/New Locations/Community Support: We were joined 
by Suzanne Moreno, Chief Executive Officer, Encourage Tomorrow as she spoke about their mission 
and what they have accomplished in their programs. Encourage Tomorrow is involved with families 
and the educational system in the Central San Joaquin Valley. Their goal is to prepare children for 
successful and healthy lives and to take pride in their community. We offer various lunch-time and 
after school programs at a school site or community site. We develop programs to address the needs 
of the specific site. We also provide tutoring services in the home, school or other community site. The 
AIM programs are gender and ethnic specific curriculum developed by the California State 
Department of Education for underserved youth. The programs include cultural issues/awareness, 
career development, leadership skills, teen pregnancy prevention, suicide prevention/stress 
management, sexual harassment, self-esteem, goal setting, study skills, decision making skills, health 
and nutrition, drug, alcohol and tobacco prevention, gang prevention, anger and conflict management. 

 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 12/17/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1 & #2: Break the Barriers: We were joined by Debby Hergenrader. Executive Director and 
Founder of Break the Barriers. More than 20 years ago Debby and Steve Hergenrader, both athletes, 
started a gym in their back yard with 20 students. Through years of competitive training, they never 
saw anyone with disabilities in sports. Debby’s sister then became Fresno County’s first special 
Olympic Athlete. Now Fresno based Break the Barriers has gone international and is helping to set 
the standard for how the disabled are treated worldwide. Break the Barriers is an organization for able 
bodied and disabled children as they get together and during classes in gymnastics, dance, martial 
arts, sign language, art, swimming, basketball, rally ball and health and fitness. Break the Barriers is 
the host facility for Fresno County Special Olympics in gymnastics and power lifting where Special 
Olympians can qualify to compete a state and international levels. 
Segment #4: Connect With Kids 
Websites that promote Eating Disorders 1:49 Min.: A Growing number of web sites is part of a 
disturbing trend. They promote self-destructive behaviors, including Anorexia, especially among 
teens. 
Monitoring a Diabetic Kid at School 1:39 Min., Two facts about children and health are on a collision 
course, first there is a shortage of nurses in American schools and second is the growing number of 
kids who need some level of Medical care while in school 
New Girls Sport, Boxing: 1:39 Min.: The number of female member of the USA Boxing. The National 
Amateur Boxing Organization has tripled in the past decade and many girls seem to be taking on the 
sport as a hobby. 

 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/01/06, LENGTH 1:15 MIN., LOCAL 
Health care costs continue to rise and businesses and individuals are paying the price.  Employer-
sponsored health insurance premiums increased 7.7 per cent in 2006 according to a recent survey by 
the Kaiser family foundation.  On average, workers will pay $259 more this year.  The good news?  
That's the slowest yearly rate of price increases since 2000.  Health care costs rose twice as fast as 
wages and overall inflation.  Employer-sponsored health insurance now costs on average $11,480 per 
family this year.  Of that, employees will pay nearly $3,000 a year.  To combat these rising costs, 
some employers such as retailing giant Wal-Mart now offer health insurance that consist of low 
monthly premiums but high deductibles.  Enrollment in these plans, however, has remained flat 
according to the survey.  Four per cent of covered workers are currently enrolled in this type of plan.  
As costs rise, small business could have an even harder time paying for employee health care.  
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/03/06, LENGTH :27 SEC. LOCAL 
A group of lawmakers and experts kicked off a new campaign focused on improving health for Fresno 
County’s children. They point to studies that show more than 30 percent of Fresno county kids are 
obese and 20 percent of our children suffer from asthma, that's the highest rate in California.  "Healthy 
Fresno" is hoping to bring these issues to the attention of parents around the county. 
Assemblyman Juan Arambula says health care is a key ingredient to a happy childhood. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/03/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN.. LOCAL 
The plan calls for nearly 500-tons of pollution to be erased from our valley's air in the next several 
years. But the price tag is high. And to work. it will require the cooperation of people from all walks of 
life, who care about air quality. 

 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/06/06, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno county health officials are restricting the ability for Children's Hospital Central California to 
treat some of the valley's most vulnerable young patients. Action News Reporter Gene Haagenson is 
live at the hospital with what led to the action, and how it will affect emergency care for local kids. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/09/06, LENGTH 1:46  MIN., LOCAL 
Pamela Kennedy sings every day to the little boy she thought she would never have. 
Pamela adopted little Kenton. She lovingly takes care of him, while living every minute with muscle 
aches and fatigue. The pills help relieve nerve cells that are highly sensitive. A new twist on an old 
drug may help. Dextromethorphan is an ingredient commonly found in cough syrup. But doctors found 
it also targets nerve cells.” the activity of these nerve cells is significantly decreased, resulting in less 
amplification of pain.” but the levels found in cough syrup are not strong enough. A special dose 
needs to be taken to feel a difference.” so, if they could find something where I could be lucid all day, 
is a good mom, that would be very good." At high doses, the drug can cause problems related to 
memory and confusion. It’s still being studied and isn't available to the public yet.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/10/06, LENGTH 2:21 MIN. LOCAL 
Health and anti-smoking activists got together at the offices of the American Lung Association to 
explain why they think prop 86 is a good idea. But opponents say they're the ones blowing smoke. 
Yes on 86 says nearly 53-percent of revenue from the new tax would go to such services as hospital 
emergency care More than 42-percent would go toward children's health insurance and tobacco use 
prevention. And 5-percent would be allocated to tobacco-related disease research. Doctor Peterson 
says prop 86 will get some people to quit. But he acknowledges. It won't completely stamp out 
smoking. The no on 86 campaign saying prop 86 is an unfair money-grab by hospital corporations. 
And that their own math shows less than 3-percent of projected revenue actually going to lung-health 
issues. And no on 86 also accuses the 'yes' camp of mostly leaving financial oversight out of the 
initiative. Saying the state won’t spend the money as promised. The no on 86 campaigns is funded in 
part by the r. J. Reynolds Tobacco Company and the cigar association of America. While partial 
financial support for passing prop 86 comes from the California Association of Hospitals and Health 
Systems. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/15/06, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
The Centers for Disease Control say there are 20 million more flu vaccinations this year than there 
were last year. But the Fresno County Department of Health says it will still have to limit who gets the 
shots. Shipping delays are causing problems for some health care providers. Certain chain 
department stores may have gotten their supply of flu shots while other providers haven't received 
any. Fresno County’s department of health says it will have to restrict who gets the flu vaccine to 
those with highest risk of getting the virus. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/17/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
300 million people, the major population milestone in America could happen at any moment.  And 
experts say that the 300 millionth person will likely be born right here in California. The Brookings 
institute predicts the 300-millionth person will be a Hispanic boy born to immigrant parents in los 
angels early this morning. While some experts say the child will have to deal with issues from 
overcrowded schools to health care, a local political analyst says our population growth is not a 
negative thing. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/18/06, LENGTH :26 SEC.,LOCAL 
The whole part of medical communication does not have to fall in that 15-minute span between the 
doctor and the patient. There's a lot of things that go on at home and in the community that the patient 
can benefit from as well.” to assist people with health literacy. The group announced it will team with 
pharmacies to hold community educational meetings. They will also supply booklets offering help on 
how to get more out of your health care visits. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/21/06, LENGTH 1:04 MIN., LOCAL 
When it comes to a visit to the doctor's office, Americans are used to spending big to get better.  
According to figures from the organization for economic cooperation and development, the US spent 
about six-thousand one-hundred dollars per capita in 2004 on health care. That's more than twice the 
average of other industrialized countries. If you look to our northern neighbor Canada, the figure for 
per capita medical spending drops by three-thousand dollars.  That country's national health plan is 
paid for by taxes -- a single payer system where people are guaranteed access to care.   While the 
Canadian system is less expensive per person, the tradeoff is longer waits for treatment for many 
common procedures. In Mexico, per capita spending is much less: just 662-dollars according to o-e-c-
d figures.   European countries also spend less on medical care each year, the British investing about 
25-hundred dollars per person and Germany spending 3-thousand for their government run programs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
The Fresno county jail is not only overcrowded but understaffed. 27-percent of the mental health 
positions are vacant and seem almost impossible to fill. Fresno County’s jail is supposed to have 2 
psychiatrists on staff, but only has one. The position has been vacant for almost a year and a stern 
warning from Fresno county sheriff Richard pierce to the Board Of Supervisors. He says he's very 
uncomfortable with the jail's lack of staff. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH 2:29 SEC., LOCAL 
Many polls say it's a race too close to call and despite Cruz Bustamante’s decision to return the 
insurance companies contributions. It’s his name recognition and veteran political experience which 
may appeal most to voters. It's no secret Cruz Bustamante has been dogged by campaign 
controversy before and his opponent Steve Poizner’s commercials highlight it. First,Bustamante’s 
unsuccessful campaign as the democratic alternative for governor in the 2003 recall.     
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 1:47 MIN., LOCAL 
The drug valproate is already FDA approved for epilepsy, migraines, and bipolar disorder, but it's still 
under study for its use in alzheimer's patients. For more about this story, send us a self-addressed, 
stamped envelope. Be sure to label it "Alzheimer’s advance” and for other health information, visit our 
web site at abc-30 dot com, then click on the health button. 
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AM LIVE SATURDAY, 11/25/06, LENGTH ;21 SEC., LOCAL 
46-thousand pounds of turkey and ham products sold by Honey Baked Foods are being recalled. The 
USDA has found the meat produced between September 5th and November 13th could cause 
listeriosis it's a disease that could cause high fever, headaches and miscarriages and could lead to 
death. The meat is sold at the company's retail stores across the country. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 
State health officials say they're not worried about a flu shot shortage this year, and want more 
Californians to get vaccinated. Unlike recent years when there have been vaccine shortages and long 
lines. This year it's expected there will be enough for everyone. Not just high risk individuals. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 
Some unlikely instructors stepped onto a Fresno campus today, to teach students about conflict 
resolution. Action News anchor Debra Steele explains how the life skills program works and how it's 
helping kids.  7th graders at Ahwanee Middle School in Fresno were all ears in class listening intently 
to officers from the Fresno police department. School officials say the program has been a success 
noting fewer drugs and alcohol use among middle schoolers and fewer conflicts as well. They say 
they will soon expand the program so that 8th graders can participate in the life skills training program 
as well. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 
For the past week, target pharmacists across the country like gita patel have been filling more than 
300 generic prescriptions at just 4 dollars for a 30 day supply. Wal-Mart and Sam’s Club pharmacies 
will also offer the discount nationwide. The idea is to lower costs to those who need it most. If the 
prescription drug is on this list of covered medications then all they got to have is four bucks. At 
Target it's the same. And both companies will help transfer existing prescriptions and contact doctors 
about switching a patient to a 4 dollar generic to lower their health care costs.  
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/06, LENGTH 1:10 SEC., LOCAL 
Doctor Kaslow says it's important to eat and sleep well during the holidays, find time to exercise and 
come up with a strategy.  One tip would be to create some structure and organization. The second 
one is to be realistic, set realistic expectations especially when it comes to spending limits. Shoppers, 
please just be patient. She also suggests getting some help from a spouse in tackling a shopping list.    
By not taking on the entire burden of buying and spending, you might actually find time to enjoy 
holiday festivities. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/29/06, LENGTH 1:50 MIN., LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger deemed phase one of the partnership for the valley a success as he put 
pen to paper to keep the momentum going. This time Governor Schwarzenegger didn't come to ask 
for your vote. Schwarzenegger says the partnership for the valley is working so he signed an 
extension through 2008. Governor Schwarzenegger was flanked by Fresno City College nursing 
students. Autry says as a result of the partnership and state funding has begun to benefit valley 
needs. The partnership was formed in June of 2005. It is made up of 26 state and local leaders 
assesses valley needs in six different areas including job creation, health services and education. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/28/06, LENGTH 2:16 MIN., LOCAL 
We have a warning about a popular holiday decoration and Artificial Christmas trees may be more 
practical than the real thing but experts say they can also pose a serious health risk. Action News 
Capitol Bureau Chief Nannette Miranda explains what some of those trees are made of that's causing 
concern. 
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ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/29/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
School officials say that they are concerned because twenty percent of their district's 845 students are 
reportedly overweight and one percent is reported to be underweight. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/29/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
Some smokers think cutting down on the number of cigarettes they smoke lowers their health risks... 
But new research says that's not the case. A Norwegian study shows even people who cut their 
smoking in half do not significantly reduce their risks. Long-term results showed men who cut back 
had only a slightly reduced risk of death compared to heavy smokers. Surprisingly, women who cut 
back had a higher rate of death.Those who quit smoking altogether; however, had significantly lower 
risks. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/29/06, LENGTH 4:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Employees complained about rat and mice droppings at the park and The Fresno County Health 
Department ruled those complaints were valid but one man says he was fired for speaking up to his 
employer. This was the scene at "The Island Water Park" in Fresno in July. But now two former 
employees say there was trouble under the surface. Steve Dogtrot says he took these pictures at the 
park. 75 in all, showing what Dogtrot says are damaged walls, peeling baseboards and even what 
appears to be a dead rodent in a hole. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/30/06, LENGTH :17 SEC., LOCAL 
A new study shows cancer patients have a better chance at surviving if they maintain a healthy 
weight. The American cancer society study shows eating well and being active is important for cancer 
treatment. The study also suggested health weight gives patients something to look forward to 
beyond. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/30/06, LENGTH :13 SEC. LOCAL 
Despite a predicted five billion dollar budget shortfall, California Democrats are pushing the governor 
to keep an expensive promise. Action News Capitol Buero Chief Annette Miranda is live in 
Sacramento with the effort to create universal health care for kids. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/30/06, LENGTH :34 SEC,. LOCAL 
This one is called "Saint's Way". The national institute of media and family says it's one of many 
games parents should avoid buying for their children. The group says almost half of all heavy gamers 
are six to 17 years old. Studies show when kids spend too much time playing video games, their 
health and school work can be affected. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/04/06, LENGTH 1:26 MIN., LOCAL 
Chris has kidney failure and relies on cleaning out her blood through dialysis. But now Chris is getting 
her life back, thanks to this device and a little help from her dialysis partner. Six days a week, this 
mom of one of her students helps her do dialysis at home. Nxstage is the first at-home dialysis system 
that's portable, so patients can take it anywhere. Doctors Michael Kraus says it's also better because 
cleaning out toxins daily improves their health. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/06/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
The voice-activated system allows patients to bypass secretaries and talk directly with their nurse. 
Another wireless device allows hospitals to quickly locate valuable equipment. Employees simply type 
the in what they need and the computer shows them where to find it. To prevent medication errors, 
hospitals are also using smart I-V pumps. Alarms sound if someone exceeds the programmed dose.  
Surgeons often use cameras in laparoscopic surgeries, but now, doctors are also using them to 
perform open procedures. There's less chance of infection because surgeons don't have to peer over 
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the body. This new system attaches cameras to overhead lights.  All this technology costs more than 
eight million dollars, but doctors hope to save money by reducing errors and ultimately improving 
care. 
  
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/12/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
One of the long awaited legislative proposals in Sacramento this coming year is Governor Arnold 
Schwarzenegger’s healthcare reform package.  Now the governor apparently has some competition - 
from a state senator. Action News Capitol Bureau Chief Nannette Miranda shows us who's stepping 
up with his own health care plan and how it would work. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/13/06, LENGTH :19 SEC., LOCAL 
Today was the last day to get a flu shot through the Fresno County immunization program. Dozens of 
senior's lined up at "Senior Citizens' Village" in southeast Fresno to take advantage of the 8-dollar 
shots. If you still need to get your vaccination. Officials say flu shots are plentiful this season, just 
contact your health care provider. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/13/06, LENGTH :17 SEC.,  LOCAL 
The district's current financial state is another reason board members are optimistic. The district 
overcame a 31 million dollar deficit earlier this year after administrators reached a deal with the 
teacher's union, limiting how much the district pays for health care costs. 
 
MEDICAL BREAKTHROUGHS Presented by HealthCentral #13 
This quarterly health newsmagazine, Dr. Dean Edell explains a series of tests that can help predict 
the risk for stroke, looks at breakthroughs that can help lead to prevention of blindness, and examines 
behavioral therapies that are helping children and families deal with the day to day challenges of 
autism. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: GOOD KIDS, BAD CHOICES 
Sunday, October 8th @ 4:30PM 
Adolescence is a time of risk-taking; unfortunately sometimes teenagers take dangerous risks that 
can change their lives forever. According to the most recent survey from the Centers for Disease 
Control and Prevention, 43% of US teens admitted to drinking alcohol in the past month; 20% used 
marijuana, and 10% said they had driven a car after drinking. According to the CDC, almost half of all 
high school students (47%) have had sex, and 37% of those did not use a condom. The number one 
killer of teenagers is automobile accidents. Many teenagers, like 18-year-old Sarah Barasch, don’t 
think about the consequences. “I knew sexual behavior without planning was risky,” Sarah says, “and 
I did it anyway.” Why do some teens take dangerous risks, while others do not? Is there something 
parents can do to minimize the risks of adolescence? Good Kids, Bad Choices explores these issues 
and offers advice from experts for parents and teens. 
 
CONNECT WITH KIDS: SEX AND THE SILENT PARENT: 
Sunday, December 9th @ 5:00PM 
Sex is everywhere:  TV, billboards, magazines, music videos, even textbooks and the internet.  But 
how much do teenagers really know?  Four million teens contract a sexually transmitted disease each 
year; nearly a third of sexually active teenage girls have already been pregnant at least once; two-
thirds of teenagers say their parents have never talked to them about where to get birth control.  Gail 
Elizabeth Wyatt is a sex researcher author of the book “No More Clueless Sex.”  She says, “We need 
to grow up and be more responsible as adults, as Americans, who have so much information at hand, 
and yet we’re so afraid of sex that we won’t even teach our own children.”  When, where and HOW 
should parents talk with their kids about sex.  
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OPRAH WINFREY, 10/09/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR. SYNDICATION 
Dr. Oz Answers Your Most Embarrassing Questions: We Ask Dr. Oz the most embarrassing 
questions. Learn what ninety-five percent of you do this and it could be dangerous. Plus, menstrual 
mysteries solved and inside secrets of getting and staying healthy. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/24/06, 4PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Suddenly Skinny: They thought weight loss surgery was the answer, but nothing prepared them for 
this. Suddenly skinny and now this guest admits to binge drinking. And, at 200 pounds lighter, this 
mom reveals her hidden life. Plus, a celebrity that went from fat, to thin, to rock bottom comes 
forward. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 10/26/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
NBA Legend Magic Johnson on AIDS in America: Basketball legend Magic Johnson fifteen years after 
the announcement and what he wants to say now. Then, they are the new voices of AIDS in America. 
What you don’t know on today’s Oprah. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/02/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
The Dr. Oz Diet: Don’t spend another winter fat as Dr. Oz has a new weight loss plan for you. You can 
shrink your waist and drop a dress size in only ten days. One mom lost 25 pounds and became 
healthier. Plus, four foods that will crush cravings and the number one thing you need to know. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/29/06, 4 PM, 1HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Dr. Oz Answers you’re Burning Weight Loss Questions: Dr. Oz brought us his 10 day weight loss 
plan. Now, he is back to answer all your burning questions. New details on how to fight back, lose 
weight, and win your battle of the bulge this holiday season. 
 
 
PSA       LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Calfornia Blood Center: Parker Drive   :30     11 
Drug Abuse/ Lingo      :20      07 
Drug Abuse/Like You RX     :30      26 
Drug Abuse/Steroids     :30      02 
Drug Abuse/Meth Lab     :30       07 
Fresno Fire Dept: DUI     :30      22 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      25 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      20 
Operation Road Block: DUI     :30      21 
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ECONOMIC ISSUES/EMPLOYMENT 
 

CHILDREN FIRST: BRAIN DRAIN 
Sunday, October 1, 2006 @ 6:30PM 
Sunday, November 5, 2006 @ 9:30PM 
In this half hour special ABC 30 looked at the brain drain problem in the Valley. Focus: How can we 
hold bright, creative, talented and tech savvy people in the valley? Why are students choosing to live 
in certain areas outside of the valley? What influences their choices? What is Brain Drain? Brain Drain 
is defined as the departure of educated or professional people from one area to another usually for 
better pay or living conditions. According to the Public Policy Institute of California, the valley sent out 
more college graduates than it received between 1995 and 2000. Benefits of having younger 
professional’s Young professionals are not only sharing their knowledge with others in the valley, 
they're helping the local economy by spending money, buying homes and contributing to the local tax 
base.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/12/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN. ,LOCAL 
Segment #3: Community Food Bank: Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive: We were joined by Sarah 
Reyes, President and CEO of Community Food Bank. The Community Food Bank in Fresno is 
holding their annual Thanksgiving Food Drive. It will provide 8,000,000 pounds of food for hungry 
people all over Fresno, Madera, and Kings Counties for the next 12 months. It also provides food for 
our area’s seniors and for children. They also provide food for distribution through their Mobile Pantry 
and expand the feeding of children through their Kids Café Program. 
Segment #4: Fresno West Coalition for Economic Development: Risk Takers and Dream Makers: We 
were joined by Keith Kelly, CEO Executive Director. They are hosting their “Risk Takers-Dream 
Makers” event. FWCED is working several strategic partners to assist the community access housing 
in two ways: (1) developing housing that people can afford in southwest Fresno and (2) educating 
residents to the process and the programs available to help first time home buyers. FWCED is doing 
its' part to enhance West Fresno's business community through advocacy, technical assistance, and 
networking opportunities.  Understanding that small business and entrepreneurship are essential to 
neighborhood economic growth, FWCED has helped 40 residents write their own business. Fresno 
West Coalition for Economic Development has created several programs that involve generating 
employment for all southwest Fresno residents.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/26/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: United States Marine Corp Toys for Tots Marathon Weekend: We were joined by Sgt. 
Matthew Hubbard, Toys for Tots Coordinator as he explained about the Toy drive. Each year, ABC30, 
The United Way and the United States Marine Corps Team up for the Toys for Tots toy drive. The 
Marathon Weekend begins on December first at River Park in Fresno. The goal is to help needy 
children have a better Christmas by encouraging viewers to donate new, unwrapped toys to the 
Marines at Fresno’s River Park, the Gottschalk’s at the Visalia Mall, or at the Merced’s Olive Wood 
Shopping Center. While it is called Toys for Tots, the campaign also serves pre-teen and teen kids as 
well. The Marines goal is to raise 8,000 toys from the Marathon Weekend and a total of 200,000 in all. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 12/24/06 & 12/31/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: U.S. Marines Toys for Tots Volunteers: ABC30 joins together with the United States 
Marine Corps Reserves to promote their Toys for Tots Marathon Weekend. We were joined by Sgt. 
Matthew Hubbard, U.S. Marine who has been in charge of the Toys for Tots program for the last three 
years as he explained the goal this year is to raise a total of 200,000 toys for the valley’s needy 
children. After this weekends toys drive, his fellow Marines will spend hours sorting and organizing 
toys by age and gender.  St. Matthew Hubbard was ABC30’s Person of the Week and was profiled by 
Action News Anchor Graciela Moreno as she told his story. We also heard why volunteering makes 
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such a difference in our community. A Government survey found volunteers have increased 32 
percent in the last 26 years. Action News Anchor Maureen Naylor brought us the story. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/16/06, LENGTH 1:30 MIN., LOCAL 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/17/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
300 million people, the major population milestone in America could happen at any moment.  And 
experts say that the 300 millionth person will likely be born right here in California. The Brookings 
institute predicts the 300-millionth person will be a Hispanic boy born to immigrant parents in los 
angels early this morning. While some experts say the child will have to deal with issues from 
overcrowded schools to health care, a local political analyst says our population growth is not a 
negative thing. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
If you have a job this holiday, you may want to give thanks to a Fresno man. He's a troubleshooter -- 
tackling local issues like unemployment, education, and air quality. Peter Weber's love affair with 
Fresno is benefiting the entire community. Weber is a former Titan of Corporate America, serving as 
an executive with several companies. But now he's an economic development "problem solver" for 
Fresno and the valley. Weber is advising Mayor Alan Autry or Governor Schwarzenegger or talking to 
school board members or Consulting with local business leaders on how to grow their companies and 
create good paying jobs 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/17/06, LENGTH 1:45 MIN., LOCAL 
Ethanol is an alternative fuel produced from crops such as corn. The federal government requires oil 
companies to add 6 percent ethanol to gasoline. Yesterday a new ethanol plant opened in Madera 
wth big promises for the future. Corn from the Midwest and locally will be used to create ethanol here 
in Madera. It’s supposed to help gasoline burn hotter and cleaner reducing air pollution.  
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/26/06, LENGTH 1:34 MIN., LOCAL 
Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger will be here at Fresno state this morning. He’s attending a board 
meeting of the California partnership for the central valley. The group is a mix of lawmakers and 
business leaders.  They are working to find ways to improve our economy. According to experts, that's 
exactly what voters want to hear. A new survey by the public policy institute of California focuses on 
voters' feels about the race for governor. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/18/06, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
Sierra summit received its first snowfall of the season, and now, the resort is looking to fill hundreds of 
jobs. The ski resort added new lifts last year but more improvements are still in the works. This 
season will open with an updated lodge and rental shop. To help kick off the season the resort will 
hold a weekend job fair with a goal of filling more than four- hundred seasonal positions. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/20/06, LENGTH 1:32 MIN., LOCAL 
The numbers are the lowest since the 1970's.  There's no question it's a positive economic sign, but 
there's no single reason for the decline. The statistics put the unemployment rate at a nearly 30 year 
low at six and a half per cent. Meaning 6 and a half per cent of those wanting work can't find it. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/21/06, LENGTH :40 SEC., LOCAL 
The number one employer remains the government. Construction and building has also been strong, 
but experts say that might dip with the decline in the housing industry. There’s another side to these 
unemployment numbers. There are two -thousand fewer jobs in Fresno this year than there were last 
year. The drop in the unemployment rate is due largely to a decline in the number of job seekers. 
Fresno County 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH :30 SEC., LOCAL 
The chief's plan is part of the mayor’s gang prevention initiative. Chief Dyer outlines the goals of the 
plan to the city council. The first year goal of the program is to help gang members get out of gangs, 
and find jobs. And help keep the so called want to be gang members from joining. The goal for the 
first year is to help about 300 individuals. Chief Dyer says police officers will be referring these people 
to social service agencies with the city paying for treatment and other services. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/24/06, LENGTH, 2:26 MIN., LOCAL 
Dozens of people spoke their minds at today's board of supervisors meeting. Folks on both sides 
promise. This battle is far from over. Etchegaray plans to construct the 20-million dollar dairies and 
stock them with about 10-thousand cows. Plans call for the southernmost dairy to be located 1-mile 
from Allen worth state historical park. And that doesn't sit well with dozens of people who feel that the 
Allensworth community. Founded around the turn of the last century by African American pioneers, is 
a treasure. Dairy opponents are concerned about flies and odor and groundwater pollution. But an 
environmental impact report found that the dairies would be far enough away from Allensworth and 
other communities and would not create environmental problems. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/24/06, LENGTH ;39 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno police will be taking a compassionate approach to stopping gangs. It’s a progressive effort 
aimed at helping gang members start a new life. The city council provided over a million dollars for the 
first year program. Police chief jerry dyer says with the plan he wants to help 50 gang members who 
are trying to leave gangs, get out. Prevent 120 young wannabe gang members from joining a gang. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/25/06, LENGTH 1:37 MIN., LOCAL 
The survey shows voters want to hear both candidates talk more about immigration, education, taxes, 
jobs, and the economy. ABC 30 political analyst Tony Capozzi says the candidates for governor have 
reason to avoid the big issues first and foremost, Schwarzenegger’s double digit lead over Angelides. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 10/26/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
Valley postal workers are protesting possible cuts and consolidations in the US mail service. This 
morning, half a dozen postal workers picketed in front of the downtown post office. They held signs 
and walked the side walk to raise awareness. According to the local union president, several local 
jobs are at stake and service to customers may be affected.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/27/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
More than two hundred workers at a tomato processing plant in western Fresno County are being laid 
off. Con agra foods is scaling back operations at its plant in helm, and 230 workers will out of work by 
the middle of next month. The job loss is the latest blow to that part of the county. A garlic processor 
near Firebaugh closed back in march and 137 workers lost their jobs.  
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/31/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
The city council also approved a plan to help pump new life into some of Fresno’s poorest 
neighborhoods. The municipal restoration zone targets the area south of McKinley and west of peach. 
New businesses that open here will be offered a license fee rebate sales and property tax rebates as 
well as employee hiring credits. The m-r-z hopes to generate new jobs with the incentives. 
Existing business can also qualify if its work force expands by at least 20-percent. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/06/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
It's a project that will give Fresno visitors a new place to stay. A groundbreaking ceremony marked the 
beginning of a hotel construction project in northeast Fresno. When completed, The Marriott Springhill 
Suites and the Hilton Homewood Suites will each have 100- rooms. The hotels are expected to create 
hundreds of new jobs. Construction is scheduled to be completed by the end of next year. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 11/11/06, LENGTH, :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Seven months after buying the Fresno Surgery Center, a Texas-based company is lying of nearly a 
quarter of the hospital's employees. 26 employees found out yesterday they were losing their jobs. 
The layoffs come in all departments, but the company says it's still meeting California’s mandatory 
nurse-to-patient ratio. The Fresno surgery center was founded 22 years ago. It had been losing 
money before it sold out to the Texas Company, which renamed it the Fresno Surgery Hospital. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/13/06, LENGTH :26 SEC., LOCAL 
Yesterday, the record store hosted a concert with local bands as a last hurrah. The company was 
bought out by "The Great American Group" which is shutting down all tower record stores across the 
country. Eventually three-thousand tower employees, including here in Fresno will be out of their jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM 11/13/06, LENGTH 2:14 MIN., LOCAL 
The fresh start cafe is a training ground for teen moms many of whom have been exposed to 
domestic violence, gangs and poverty in addition to teenage pregnancy. But a group called 
community youth ministrations or gym is giving them a new lease on life while the girls serve food 
And they're fed life lessons in return. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 11/14/06, LENGTH :33 SEC.,LOCAL 
If you're looking to make a little extra cash for Christmas, now is the peak time for companies to hire 
seasonal workers.careerbuilder-dot-com reports 37 percent of companies hiring holiday workers plan 
to pay them ten dollars an hour or more this year.86 percent of employers say they view a seasonal 
job as an extended job interview with some of these positions leading to full time jobs. Being flexible is 
the number one thing you can do to land that holiday job. They also say being enthusiastic, serious, 
and smart are key to getting your foot in the door. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/14/06, LENGTH 2:11 MIN., LOCAL 
Many north valley residents are concerned about air and traffic issues the park would bring, but just 
as many people spoke today in support of the project saying it would draw necessary jobs and 
business to Merced County. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/15/06, LENGTH 3:00 MIN. LOCAL 
Fans tripled-teamed Magic Johnson during his summer visit to Fresno for a Health Fair. But Magic 
tells Action News he plans to return for a ribbon-cutting ceremony. Magic Johnson also owns over 
one-hundred Star Bucks’ coffee shops. They're called urban coffee partnerships. All of the employees 
come from the community being served. Magic has also partnered with TGIF Friday. He opened this 
restaurant in the Ladera Heights section of South Central LA. Autry knows of an ideal place to open 
another one. City leaders have met briefly with magic on two occasions but plan to meet with him 
soon to discuss specifics. Forest city has exclusive rights to develop the south stadium project but 
mayor Autry says there is still room for magic to maneuver downtown. 
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ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/20/06, LENGTH :33 SEC., LOCAL 
A grand opening this morning for a new bar-b-que spot in Fresno and it was an unusual celebration. 
Instead of a ribbon cutting, Fresno Mayor Alan Autry was there for the rib cutting for the new "famous 
Dave’s". "Famous Dave’s legendary pit bar-b-q” is part of a national chain with restaurants across the 
country. The Fresno restaurant is on the corner of El Paso and Blackstone avenues across from River 
Park. The opening of the restaurant brings more than 200 jobs to Fresno. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/22/06, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 
Over 1100 families came through the emergency aid here in Visalia, getting their Thanksgiving 
dinners. Local food organizations say even though this time of year brings with it a need for food that 
need never goes away in Tulare County. A recent UCLA health survey shows agriculturally rich Tulare 
county remains at the top of the list for poverty workers with the food link food bank for the hungry say 
that creates a unique problem. According to the UCLA report, 39% of households with children under 
five are most likely to be hungry.  Since 6-am Wednesday morning, volunteers at Visalia emergency 
aid council have been working to make sure those needy families get their turkey dinner in time for the 
holiday. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
A homeless shelter planned in Merced won't open until next fall. Officials with the Merced community 
action agency say the project is taking longer than they expected. Once it's finished, the shelter will be 
open 24 hours a day for men and women and provide help to find jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH 2:21 MIN., LOCAL 
If you have a job this holiday, you may want to give thanks to a Fresno man. He’s a troubleshooter -- 
tackling local issues like unemployment, education, and air quality and tonight he's the Action News 
Person of the Week. Peter Weber’s love affair with Fresno is benefiting the entire community. Weber 
is a former titan of corporate America serving as an executive with several companies. But now he's 
an economic development "problem solver" for Fresno and the valley. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
Alcoa says 100-workers will be laid off after the New Year. The company plans to close its Reynolds 
food packaging plant in Visalia. The company says the layoffs will go into effect in January. The 
Visalia plant makes plastic containers for agricultural and bakery products. Alcoa says workers will 
receive severance pay, extended health benefits and help finding new jobs. The closure does not 
affect "con-air" customer service and warehousing workers. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Governor Schwarzenegger will be in Fresno today for his first valley visit since being re-elected. The 
governor will meet with Fresno mayor Alan Autry to discuss the city's goals for the upcoming year. 
He'll also be signing an executive order extending the San Joaquin valley partnership. The 
organization is made up of lawmakers and business leaders focused on bringing more jobs and state 
funding to the central valley. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/30/06, LENGTH ;19 SEC., LOCAL 
The cooling valley housing market is forcing one homebuilder to cut dozens of local jobs. A Centex 
home is laying off 30 employees in Visalia, Fresno, and Bakersfield. The Texas based company 
employs about 270 people in the central valley. Centex is currently building more than 30 housing 
developments in valley cities, including Fresno, Clovis, Hanford, Visalia, and Tulare. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/09/06, LENGTH: 41 SEC., LOCAL 
Children's Hospital could lose its designation as a level two trauma center on Tuesday. The hospital is 
the only pediatric trauma center between Sacramento and Los Angels, but it's had staffing problems. 
It doesn't have a neurosurgeon which is required to meet the state's standards for a level two center. 
The hospital agreed to a suspension of its trauma designation two months ago after it had to turn 
away two patients because of the doctor shortage. Now, Fresno County’s Health Officer Doctor 
Edward Moreno is asking the board of supervisors to completely pull the designation. Supervisor 
Henry peer tells action news he's against the idea. He says the hospital will have a harder time filling 
the jobs if it loses the level two designations. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/11/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
Going to be a continuing trend as some popular states that are attracting californians are Arizona, 
Nevada, Texas, Washington and Oregon. The ethnic make-up of those moving out of California 
includes a large number of Latinos. Henry intimate, economist the one thing that attracted people in 
the past to California were the promise of a better life, better jobs and we don't hold that promise 
anymore.  So I think this is going to be a continuing trend." 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/11/06, LENGTH :27 SEC., LOCAL 
The Merced County Board Of Supervisors has 24-hours to make up its mind on one of the largest 
development projects ever proposed in the county. The board is expected to vote tomorrow night 
whether to approve the 12-hundred acre riverside motor sports park. The proposed world class racing 
facility would include eight different race tracks. Several people have spoken out against the project 
because of traffic, air quality, and noise concerns. But supporters say the park will boost the economy 
and bring new jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/12/06, LENGTH 1:31 MIN. LOCAL 
School officials at Jefferson Elementary school in Fresno say they were fortunate to be able to secure 
2 substitute teachers to fill in for their kindergarten classes recently. Kim Mecum says the district 
needs to be  at 100 percent fill rate and part of the problem is the districts 800 substitute teacher work 
in several valley districts meaning most subs are on a first come first serve basis. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/12/06, LENGTH 2:05, MIN., LOCAL 
Questions are over how to form Fresno County’s future and one economist expects a dramatic 
economic change from manual labor to high paying jobs. And one group wants your opinion on what 
you want your city to look like in the future. Goodwin is working on the San Joaquin Valley blueprint 
project helping plan growth for eight counties. The state funded project estimates the valley's 
population will grow from three million to more than seven million in 2050. Fresno County’s hike alone 
would be from 900 thousand to one point six million and the population of older people will be 
increasing. Goodwin says some people in the bay area are already calling San Joaquin County the 
east bay and leaders worry about the valley maintaining its identity. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 12/14/06, LENGTH 2:15 MIN., LOCAL 
A new study is out on the impact of the 75 cent minimum wage increase here in California scheduled 
to start January first. As action news capitol bureau Chief Nannette Miranda reports. The pay hike 
might not make much of a difference for the state's lowest earners.   
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH 2:17 MIN. LOCAL 
The biggest complaint from opponents and the university's environmental impact report didn't 
adequately address concerns like traffic and unfair business competition. But the university president 
and even the developer tried their best to calm any worries. 
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ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/22/06, LENGTH :23 SEC. LOCAL 
Immigration raids across the country are San Francisco day laborers continue to denounce the recent 
immigration raids in six states. These workers are worried it could happen to them. A week ago, six 
"swift and company" meat packing plants in six states were raided nearly 13-hundred illegal 
immigrants were arrested. Most of them were deported.  Homeland security says the illegal 
immigrants were using the identities of US citizens to get jobs.   
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/26/06, LENGTH :32 SEC,. LOCAL 
A Christmas wedding gives true meaning to "home for the holidays.” while they were both homeless, 
Kim and Ken fell in love and wanted to get married but they wondered how they could pay for a 
wedding with the help of a "Work for Food Program" they made it happen. Instead of working for food 
they worked for their wedding, picking up trash every day to raise money for their big day. The 
program also helped get them off the streets and into an apartment. Kim and Ken will also start the 
New Year with new jobs! 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/16/06, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Dream Jobs: Behind the Scenes with Oprah at Work: Dream jobs revealed and what Oprah’s Job is 
really like. You’ll be surprised. Cameras go behind the scenes with Oprah. What you don’t see on the 
air. Then, the legendary Annie Leibovitz allows us inside her private life and her spectacular country 
estate. Plus, Simon Cowell’s new find. She is only twelve and just landed her million dollar dream job. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 12/29/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah Special Report: Inside The Lives of America’s Poor: An Oprah show investigation. Right here in 
America there is a dirty secret nobody wants to talk about. Oprah was on location with CNN’s 
Anderson Cooper, Maria Shriver and Gayle King. Thirty-seven million people live this way.  
 
PSA       LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Mayor’s Job Fair      :30    32 
United Way/ You Are Needed Here    :30    55 
Become a Volunteer      :15    14 
ABC30/Marines Toys for Tots Drive   :30              200 
 

 
 
 
 

POVERTY/LOW INCOME 
 

 
TOYS FOR TOTS/ABC30/MARINE CORP. TOY DRIVE 
December 2nd 2006, we aired :30 second LIVE cut-ins throughout the day 
including weekend PSA spots throughout the Marathon weekend. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 10/22/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 1 & 2: West Fresno Health Care Coalition, Inc.”This Is Your Life of Service”. We were joined 
by Yolanda Randles, Executive Director, West Fresno Health and Dr. Edward Mosley, Board Chair as 
they came to speak about their event. West Fresno Health Care Coalition, Inc. presents the 2nd 
annual “This is Your Life of Service: A Tribute to Community Health Champions. This year, they are 
honoring three individuals, Willie L. Brown., M.D., Earl R. Meyers, M.D. and Mel Renge, Pharm.D. 
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Award recipients are recognized as champions of the community health for exhibiting compassion, 
dedication and public service to Valley residents and impacted the West Fresno community. The 
WFHCC was formed by a group of concerned West Fresno residents that recognized the need for 
additional healthcare and education. WFHCC was created to address the growing health disparities, 
lack of health services and provide a healthier way of living for those in West Fresno. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 10/29/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment 1 & 2: Central California Legal Services, Inc.: “Champions of Justice Awards” 40th 
Anniversary Luncheon. We were joined by Chris A. Schneider, Executive Director who spoke about 
the event. The CCL will present several Champions of Justice Awards to recognize the significant 
efforts of individuals and/or organizations that provide extraordinary and dedicated services to 
address legal issues of low-income valley residents. The CCLS board has established an annual 
“Ronald M. George Equal Justice Award.” This year’s award goes to California Supreme Court Chief 
Justice Ronald M. George for his strong and unwavering leadership and commitment to access to 
justice.  

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/12/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN. ,LOCAL 
Segment #3: Community Food Bank: Annual Thanksgiving Food Drive: We were joined by Sarah 
Reyes, President and CEO of Community Food Bank. The Community Food Bank in Fresno is 
holding their annual Thanksgiving Food Drive. It will provide 8,000,000 pounds of food for hungry 
people all over Fresno, Madera, and Kings Counties for the next 12 months. It also provides food for 
our area’s seniors and for children. They also provide food for distribution through their Mobile Pantry 
and expand the feeding of children through their Kids Café Program. 
Segment #4: Fresno West Coalition for Economic Development: Risk Takers and Dream Makers: We 
were joined by Keith Kelly, CEO Executive Director. They are hosting their “Risk Takers-Dream 
Makers” event. FWCED is working several strategic partners to assist the community access housing 
in two ways: (1) developing housing that people can afford in southwest Fresno and (2) educating 
residents to the process and the programs available to help first time home buyers. FWCED is doing 
its' part to enhance West Fresno's business community through advocacy, technical assistance, and 
networking opportunities.  Understanding that small business and entrepreneurship are essential to 
neighborhood economic growth, FWCED has helped 40 residents write their own business. Fresno 
West Coalition for Economic Development has created several programs that involve generating 
employment for all southwest Fresno residents.  
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/26/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #1: United States Marine Corp Toys for Tots Marathon Weekend: We were joined by Sgt. 
Matthew Hubbard, Toys for Tots Coordinator as he explained about the Toy drive. Each year, ABC30, 
The United Way and the United States Marine Corps Team up for the Toys for Tots toy drive. The 
Marathon Weekend begins on December first at River Park in Fresno. The goal is to help needy 
children have a better Christmas by encouraging viewers to donate new, unwrapped toys to the 
Marines at Fresno’s River Park, the Gottschalk’s at the Visalia Mall, or at the Merced’s Olive Wood 
Shopping Center. While it is called Toys for Tots, the campaign also serves pre-teen and teen kids as 
well. The Marines goal is to raise 8,000 toys from the Marathon Weekend and a total of 200,000 in all. 

 
VALLEY FOCUS, 11/26/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN. LOCAL 
Segment #3: Poverello House: Thanksgiving and Christmas Donations: We were joined by Mike 
McGarvin, Founder, Poverello House and Doreen Eley, Administrative Director, Poverello House. The 
Poverello House serves thousands of meals to hungry families and the homeless every year. This 
year during the Holidays, they come to you to ask for your help in serving a holiday meals to needy 
families. Your donations can help make someone’s Thanksgiving Day brighter. 
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VALLEY FOCUS, 12/24/06 & 12/31/06 , 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL: 
Segment #1: Stone Soup of Fresno: PaNau, Threads of Life, Cultural Programs and New Years: We 
were joined by Kathy Gabarbed, Executive Director and Mai Ka Yang, Developer, Stone Soup. Stone 
Soup Fresno has spent a decade bringing cultures together; helping young children get a great start 
in school, and making sure teens lead their life with great self esteem. Their journey has been guided 
by proven strategies, dynamic programs, and most important, dedicated people. Mai Ka Yang grew 
up in Stone Soup and has come back with an education from UC Davis to give back to her community 
as developer for Stone Soup. The Threads of Life, the traditional needle art so important to Hmong 
girls and life and identity is highlighted. 
Segment #2: Fresno City College: Foster Bridge Youth Program: We were joined by  
Dalvin Baker, Independent Living Program Supervisor and Lisa Nichols, California Connected by 25 
Initiatives, Coordinator. The Foster Bridge program is an intensive program designed to offer aging-
out foster youth the support and guidance they need in order to make a smooth transition into college 
and /or vocational training. The commitment consists of two full time semesters at Fresno City College 
while co-enrolled with Workforce Connection service. Fresno City College is now enrolling these 
students for the spring semester 2007 which begins in January. 
 
VALLEY FOCUS, 12/24/06 & 12/31/06, 9:30AM, :30 MIN., LOCAL 
Segment #3: U.S. Marines Toys for Tots Volunteers: ABC30 joins together with the United States 
Marine Corps Reserves to promote their Toys for Tots Marathon Weekend. We were joined by Sgt. 
Matthew Hubbard, U.S. Marine who has been in charge of the Toys for Tots program for the last three 
years as he explained the goal this year is to raise a total of 200,000 toys for the valley’s needy 
children. After this weekends toys drive, his fellow Marines will spend hours sorting and organizing 
toys by age and gender.  St. Matthew Hubbard was ABC30’s Person of the Week and was profiled by 
Action News Anchor Graciela Moreno as she told his story. We also heard why volunteering makes 
such a difference in our community. A Government survey found volunteers have increased 32 
percent in the last 26 years. Action News Anchor Maureen Naylor brought us the story. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 10/12/06, LENGTH ;23 SEC. LOCAL 
Thousands turned out today for Fresno mayor Alan Autry’s Job Fair with dozens more vendors than 
years past. The goal of the fair is to connect the unemployed and working poor with better 
employment. Its part of the mayor's jobs initiative and this year there were 129 employers including 
Pelco, Kaiser Permanente, Fresno Unified School District and Granville Homes.  In the past, the fair 
has connected hundreds of valley residents to jobs they enjoy. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 10/12/06, LENGTH 2:10 MIN., LOCAL 
Fresno County’s Sheriff says it's one of the big reasons the jail remains close to capacity an increase 
in female inmates. Right now, there are three thousand 49 male inmates 489 -females in custody. 
Criminologist doctor Eric hickey blames poverty for turning women to crime. There are some women 
in the Fresno county jail accused of homicide. But most of the females in the jail are accused of non-
violent crimes: prostitution, drugs, thefts and burglary.   
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/18/06, LENGTH :20 SEC. ,LOCAL 
Millions of retirees can expect a bigger social security check next year. The Social Security 
Administration announced a three-point-three percent cost of living increase for 2007.  That amounts 
to about 33 extra dollars per month for 49 million retirees. The increase also extends to those who 
receive supplemental security income or SSI. Those payments are aimed at the poor. 
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ACTION NEWS 11PM, 10/19/06, LENGTH :32 SEC., LOCAL 
The City of Fresno has been dealt a legal blow after being sued for how it tore down some homeless 
encampments. Court papers accuse the city and state of illegally taking the personal belongings of 
homeless people in an attempt to clean-up parts of downtown Fresno. A judge today, issued a 
temporary restraining order against the city. Personal belongings gathered must now be put in storage 
for up to 90 days. This order is in place until the lawsuit is resolved. And the city says this won’t stop 
them from cleaning up encampments that grow too large. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:00PM, 10/21/06, LENGTH :31 SEC., LOCAL 
Fresno’s homeless are making a loud statement tonight and they could be starting a major battle with 
the police, right on the steps of city hall. It all started earlier this week when a group of them sued the 
city, claiming their belongings were stolen when they were cleared out of homeless encampments. A 
federal judge issued a temporary restraining order forcing the city to store any personal belonging 
they seized for 90 days. Action news reporter Clint Olivier is live at City Hall with the new showdown 
between the homeless and the city. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 10/22/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
A spokesperson for the City of Fresno says the cleanups, like the one held in August, are essential for 
the community. Earlier this week, a federal judge issued a temporary restraining order against the city, 
forcing them to store any personal belongings they've seized for 90 days. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 10/22/06, LENGTH: 22 SEC., LOCAL 
The city hall protest supporting Fresno’s homeless has ended peacefully. Dozens of homeless people 
and advocates camped out in front of city hall last night, hoping to make a point that the city treats 
them with disrespect. It’s illegal to set up a camp like that on city property, but police avoided 
confrontations and the protesters left this morning. Officers say they didn't make any arrests. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 10/27/06, LENGTH 1:51 MIN., LOCAL 
One of the first mental health projects funded by voter approved prop 63 is now up and running and 
offering. The hope house in Madera County is a drop-in center that's state of the art. Action News 
Anchor Debra Steele shows how it's already helping some people start new lives. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/13/06, LENGTH 2:14 SEC., LOCAL 
The fresh start cafe is a training ground for teen moms. Many of whom have been exposed to 
domestic violence, gangs and poverty in addition to teenage pregnancy. But a group called 
community youth ministries or Gym is giving them a new lease on life while the girls serve food they're 
fed life lessons in return. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/17/06, LENGTH 2:17 MIN., LOCAL 
For the first time in a long time the overall house in downtown Fresno is asking for canned food 
donations. Usually grocery stores and schools collect plenty of canned goods for the holidays but 
donations are down and the demand is growing. 
 
AM LIVE SATURDAY, 11/18/06, LENGTH :16 SEC.,LOCAL 
Valley representatives are hoping that with the passage of propositions 1A through E the state will 
have more money available to funnel toward helping the poor and as Cynthia sterling told us, she 
won't leave state lawmakers alone until she has a long-term solution to bring back home. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/22/06, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 
Over 1100 families came through the emergency aid here in Visalia, getting their Thanksgiving 
dinners for tomorrow. Local food organizations say even though this time of year brings with it a need 
for food that need never goes away in Tulare County. A recent UCLA health survey shows 
agriculturally rich Tulare county remains at the top of the list for poverty workers with the food link food 
bank for the hungry say that creates a unique problem. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/23/06,LENGTH :16 SEC.,LOCAL 
 The homeless shelter was supposed to be done by now, but it won't provide shelter for anyone this 
year. Nearly 5-hundred people are homeless in Merced County right now. Action news north valley 
bureau chief Katie hammer says plans for a new homeless shelter are way behind schedule. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/23/06, LENGTH :22 SEC.,LOCAL 
Hundreds of hungry people in the south valley shared a free thanksgiving feast thanks to a generous 
family. More than a-hundred volunteers served meals at the Lemoore senior citizens center today.760 
homeless, senior citizens, and military men and women enjoyed a traditional holiday meal. This is the 
6th year Walt Kendall and his family organized the free dinner for the community. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 11/22/06, LENGTH 1:43 MIN., LOCAL 
Over 1100 families came through the emergency aid here in Visalia, getting their thanksgiving dinners 
for tomorrow. Local food organizations say even though this time of year brings with it a need for 
food...that need never goes away in Tulare County. A recent UCLA health survey shows agriculturally 
rich Tulare county remains at the top of the list for poverty, workers with the food link food bank for the 
hungry say that creates a unique problem. According to the UCLA report, 39% of households with 
children under five are most likely to be hungry.   Since 6-am Wednesday morning, volunteers at 
Visalia emergency aid council have been working to make sure those needy families get their turkey 
dinner in time for the holiday. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 11/24/06, LENGTH :25 SEC., LOCAL 
A homeless shelter planned in Merced won't open until next fall. Officials with the Merced community 
action agency say the project is taking longer than they expected. Once it's finished, the shelter will be 
open 24 hours a day for men and women and provide help to find jobs. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/24/06, LENGTH :20 SEC., LOCAL 
The traditional thanksgiving meals are over. But local charities still need more food. Thousands of 
hungry families, and homeless were fed by charities throughout the valley on Thanksgiving. But it 
wasn't easy. Donations were down, and only some generous last minute gifts helped the community 
food bank meet its thanksgiving needs. It’s counting on donations for Christmas, and the coming year.  
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/24/06, LENGTH :15 SEC,.LOCAL 
Valley charities helped feed thousands of families and homeless a thanksgiving meal. But food banks 
are already asking for more food donations for Christmas and the coming year. Organizers say 
donations were down, and only some generous last minute gifts helped Fresno’s community food 
bank meet its thanksgiving needs. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/27/06, LENGTH :23 SEC., LOCAL 
The drop in temperatures has meant an increase in people looking for shelter at the Fresno rescue 
mission. The Fresno rescue mission was filled beyond capacity last night. Many of the homeless in 
the Fresno area showed up looking for a warm place to sleep. It could be even busier tonight-- when 
temperatures expected to be even colder. But the mission will have to turn away some of those in 
need. 
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ACTION NEWS 5PM, 11/30/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN., LOCAL 
Transportation will also be provided for those seeking shelter at the community centers - those who 
need rides to the temporary shelters will be picked up at the rescue mission on "g' street and taken to 
the temporary shelters. Transportation begins at 6 tonight. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/06, LENGTH: 49 SEC., LOCAL 
The Governor will be here around 11 this morning. He’ll be meeting with the group he created two 
years ago named the San Joaquin valley partnership. The organization is made up of lawmakers and 
business leaders focused on bringing more jobs and state funding to the central valley. Also at the 
meeting was Fresno Mayor Alan Autry to discuss the city's goals for the upcoming year. As you know 
our region faces many challenges. More than one in five San Joaquin valley residents lives in poverty 
and the valley is battling pollution  Even with these issues state officials say the valley receives 
substantially less funding than other parts of the state. The San Joaquin valley partnership is the 
group charged with tackling those issues. The Governor will sign an executive order extending 
partnership. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/28/06, LENGTH: 43 SEC., LOCAL 
The Chukchansi Gold Casino has helped lift the tribe out of poverty. But some tribal members are 
now being cut out of the deal. There are about 12 hundred members of the tribe.  Many have been 
kicked out after receiving notices that an audit showed they did not meet a deadline 16 years ago to 
enroll in the tribe. Those members won't receive any money from the Chukchansi Casino. The same 
thing happened at the Table Mountain Casino. Half the members of its tribe were kicked out, leaving 
just 60 or so to share the wealth. Indian activist Laura Wass says scenario's like this are becoming 
common all over the country as casino tribes get smaller. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6:30PM, 11/30/06 LENGTH :14 SEC., LOCAL 
The drop in temperatures has meant more people looking for shelter at the Fresno Rescue Mission. It 
was filled beyond capacity last night. Many of Fresno’s homeless showed up looking for a warm place 
to sleep. But the mission can't help everyone in need. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 11/30/06, LENGTH 2:18 SEC., LOCAL 
Good news for the Merced homeless the cold weather shelter will open December 8th.that's sooner 
than ever before. The new family shelter is Madera is set to open in January. Merced is also building 
a shelter. It behind schedule but is set to open next winter. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/03/06, LENGTH 2:00 MIN.,  LOCAL 
Fresno mayor Alan Autry has talked about the tale of 2-cities when it comes to poverty and housing in 
Fresno. These organizations say there is also a tale of 2-diets when it comes to the food consumed 
by the middle class. And people who live in the inner city. Craig Scharton is with the Central Valley 
Business Incubator. A group dedicated to urban revitalization, including providing better food choices 
for people who live downtown. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/06/06, LENGTH :33 SEC.LOCAL 
Poverty is moving from the inner city to the suburbs and Fresno has one of the worst cases in the 
nation. For the first time, suburban poor outnumbered their inner city counter parts last year by at 
least one- million. Bakersfield ranks third on a list of suburban areas with the highest poverty rates in 
the nation. Fresno is fourth with a rate of more than 16 percent. The Brookings institute says the 
increase is partly because immigrants are moving directly to suburbs and on average they make less 
than people born in the U.S. 
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ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/17/06, LENGTH: 21 SEC.LOCAL 
Hundreds of homeless families with children were treated to a holiday meal and a visit from a Santa 
today. More than 15-hundred Fresno unified students were invited to the Hope for the Holidays annual 
party at the Fresno Convention Center. The kids and their families enjoyed lunch and a special visit 
from Santa. There are more than 26-hundred homeless children attending Fresno unified schools. 
 
ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/18/06, LENGTH 1:14 MIN., LOCAL 
The frank ball gym in southwest Fresno is one of two warming shelters open tonight giving those who 
have no other place to go, a chance to keep warm. It could be deadly cold tonight for the homeless 
and another rough night for those who don't have heat in their homes. 
 
ACTION NEWS AM LIVE, 12/19/06, LENGTH :34 SEC., LOCAL 
Valley farmers are watching the thermometer. They can handle temperatures above 25 degrees. But 
if the temperature dips below 25 for an extended period of time then we could see widespread crop 
damage. This farmer is running water and windmills to prevent the crop. The cold temperatures sent 
Fresno’s homeless looking for warmth. People were able to get out of the bitter cold by visiting the 
city's two warming shelters. The city took several people to the "Ted Wills Community Center" and the 
"Frank ball Neighborhood Gym and they were grateful to be in a warm place for the night.  
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/20/06, LENGTH 1:55 MIN., LOCAL 
Everyone has holiday wishes for their loved ones, even those whose paychecks often run out before 
the next one arrives. But in central Fresno today Santa’s elves stepped up to help out. It’s called 
operation Santa’s sleigh and every year the Community Food Bank in Central Fresno offers the needy 
the makings of Christmas turkey dinner and presents for the children. 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/21/06, LENGTH :24 SEC., LOCAL 
Some of Fresno’s less fortunate enjoyed an early Christmas gift and treated to a few Christmas carols 
with a nice meal. Dozens of Fresno homeless had a Christmas dinner with all the trimmings, served 
up by volunteers at the Fresno rescue mission annual event. Homeless men and women were also 
given clothing and children were given stuffed animals. 
 
ACTION NEWS 5PM, 12/25/06, LENGTH :16 SEC., LOCAL 
Random acts of kindness happened all around the valley this Christmas. Dozens of homeless people 
in downtown Fresno were greeted by strangers bearing gifts throughout the day. Some people 
brought hot food and cookies, others brought clothing. Those on the giving end say the Christmas 
spirit is about helping others. 
 
ACTION NEWS MIDDAY, 12/28/06, LENGTH :32 SEC. LOCAL 
finally this midday: a Christmas wedding gives true meaning to "home for the holidays.” while they 
were both homeless, Kim and Ken fell in love and wanted to get married but they wondered how they 
could pay for a wedding. with the help of a "work for food program" they made it happen. Instead of 
working for food, they worked for their wedding, picking up trash every day to raise money for their big 
day. he program also helped get them off the streets and into an apartment. Kim and ken will also 
start the New Year with new jobs! 
 
ACTION NEWS 6PM, 12/28/06, LENGTH 2:09 MIN., LOCAL 
When the temperature is predicted to dip below 36 degrees overnight the Fresno parks and recreation 
department opens up warming shelters for the homeless. Since the city first opened such a shelter at 
the end of November more than 430 people have come in for a warm blanket and a cot. But there are 
still dozens of homeless who will stay away no matter how cold it gets. 
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ACTION NEWS 11PM, 12/28/06, LENGTH :22 SEC., LOCAL 
A drop in temperatures has more homeless people taking advantage of Fresno cold centers. City 
leaders have opened the Frank H Ball Center as a shelter through tomorrow. People can stay from 
6pm until 8am.the city is giving rides to the shelter from the rescue mission. 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 11/16/06, 4PM 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Dream Jobs: Behind the Scenes with Oprah at Work: Dream jobs revealed and what Oprah’s Job is 
really like. You’ll be surprised. Cameras go behind the scenes with Oprah. What you don’t see on the 
air. Then, the legendary Annie Leibovitz allows us inside her private life and her spectacular country 
estate. Plus, Simon Cowell’s new find. She is only twelve and just landed her million dollar dream job. 
 
 
OPRAH WINFREY, 12/29/06, 4PM, 1 HOUR, SYNDICATION 
Oprah Special Report: Inside The Lives of America’s Poor: An Oprah show investigation. Right here in 
America there is a dirty secret nobody wants to talk about. Oprah was on location with CNN’s 
Anderson Cooper, Maria Shriver and Gayle King. Thirty-seven million people live this way.  
 
PSA        LENGTH   APRX. AIRINGS 
 
Mayor’s Job Fair      :30    32 
United Way/ You Are Needed Here    :30    55 
Become a Volunteer      :15    14 
ABC30/Marines Toys for Tots Drive   :30              200 
 
 

 
 
 

COMMUNITY CALENDAR 
 

10/02/06 – 10/05/06 
Walk For Diabetes: Woodward Park 
Marjaree Mason Center: Top 10 Business and Professional Women of the Year 
Fresno City College: Toasting The Arts 2006 
 
10/07/06 
Outdoor Home and Garden Trade Show: Mariposa C. Fairgrounds 
Fly In and Open House: Mariposa – Yosemite Airport 
Family Fu Day: Pan Am Park-Madera 
 
10/08/06 
Black Tuseday Jazz Band: Radisson Hotel Downtown Fresno 
Walk for Diabetes: Woodward Park 
Golden Chain Theatre: The Butler Did It 
 
10/10/06-10/13/06 
Walk to D’ Feet ALS: Downtown Fresno 
Open House: Tin Cat House on the Kings 
Reedley Fiesta: Downtown Reedley 
 
10/14/06 
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Fowler Fall Festival 
Reedley Fiesta: Downtown Reedley 
A Taste of Livingston: Multicultural Festival: Livingston Memorial Park 
 
10/15/06 

Mariachi sol de Mexico: Mariachi Reynade Los Angeles: Paul Paul Theater 
Murder on Air: The Foothill Playhouse: Bear Mountain Library 
Halloween at Hobbs Grove: Sanger 
 
10/17/06-10/20/06 
Valley Girls Ride: Leukemia and Lymphoma Society 
Fresno Historical Society: Civil War Revisted 
Community Medical Centers: Live Better Women’s Festival 
 
10/21/06 
Civil War Revisted: Kearney Park 
Lion’s Town and Country Park: Strut Your Mutt 
Roosevelt High School: Lucky Stiff 
 
10/22/06 
Civil War Revisted: Kearney Park 
Halloween Carnival A.R.F: Animal Rescue of Fresno 
Kids First Festival: Fresno High School 
 
10/24/06-10/27/06 
Celebrate the Child Within: Fundraiser 
Race for the Cure:Susan Komen Breast Cancer Foundation 
Harvest Fest: Harmony Church 
 
10/28/06 
Marching Band Festival: Staley Stadium Downtown Selma 
Chukchansi Park: Fall Wine Cornucopia 
Halloween Costume Dance: V.F.W. 8900 
 
10/29/06 
Clovis Recreation Center: Say Boo To Drugs Haunted House 
Melody Park: Octoberfest 
Celebrating Mozart: Fresno Philharmonic 
 
10/31/06-11/03/06 
This is Your Life of Service: A Tribute to Community Health Champions 
An Evening of Lively Arts: Lively Arts Foundation 
Shinzen Garden Cultural Faire:  
 
11/04/06 
Shinzen Garden Cultural Faire: Woodward Park 
Christmas Craft Fair: Chowchilla Senior Center 
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Danish Smorgasboard: Country Store Boutique 
 
11/05/06 
Bird Mart: Fresno Fairgrounds 
A Christmas Story: 2nd Space Theatre 
Fall Color Festival: Shinzen Japanese Garden 
 
11/07/06-11/10/06 
National Philanthropy Day: Awards Luncheon 
Southeast Fresno Police and Neighborhood Watch: Tri-Tip & Pasta Dinner 
Salute to Hollywood and Sports: Hoover High Orchestra 
 
11/11/06 
Veteran’s Day Parade: Downtown Fresno 
Holiday Crafters Fair: Dinuba Senior Center 
Renaissance Faire: Kearney Park 
 
11/12/06 
Renaissance Faire: Kearney Park 
Dear Edwina Junior: The Barn Theatre Porterville 
Titanic Jazz Band: Fresno Dixieland Society 
11/14/06-11/17/06 
Drive Away Hunger Car Drive: The Fresno Rescue Mission 
CATS: Lindsay Community Theatre 
Fiesta Navidena Fashion Show: League of Mexican American Women 
 
11/18/06 
Visalia Convention Center: Kid’s Festival 
Christmas Bazaar: Sanger Community Center  
Reach Experimental Theatre Company: CSUF 
  
11/19/06 
Holiday Sneak Peak: Clovis Rodeo Grounds 
Daffodil Planting: Woodward Park 
Saroyan Theatre: Fresno Philharmonic 
 
11/21/06-11/24/06 
Christmas at the Met 
Holiday Art Festival: Alliance of California Artists 
Candy Cane Lane Parade: Downtown Visalia 
 
11/25/06 
Christmas at the MET 
The Nutcracker Ballet: Saroyan Theatre 
Holiday Arts Festival: Sierra Vista Mall 
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11/26/06 
Christmas at the Meux Home 
Nutcracker Ballet: Saroyan Theatre 
Holiday Festival: Veteran’s Hall 
 
11/28/06-12/01/06 
Christmas Tree Lane: Van Ness Blvd. 
Twilight Christmas Parade: Coalinga 
Santa Lucia Festival: Kingsburg 
 
12/02/06 
Children’s Electric Parade: Downtown Clovis 
Electric Light Parade: Firebaugh 
Christmas Craft Fair: Coalinga 
 
12/03/06 
Christmas Tree Lane: Van Ness Blvd. 
Chanukah Bazaar: Temple Beth Israel 
Candlelight Christmas: Huntington Blvd. 
 
12/5/06-12/08/06 
Pageantry Lights Parade: Kerman 
Seussical Musical Theaterworks 
Breakfast With Santa: Clovis Lion’s Club 
 
12/09/06 
Pageantry of Lights Parade: Kerman 
Holiday Parade: Downtown Fresno 
Tree of Hope Gift Sale: the Cat House on the Kings 
 
12/10/06 
Holiday Concert Spectacular: Fresno Philharmonic 
Trek to then Nation’s Christmas Tree: Kings Canyon National Park 
Free Electronic Waste Drop-off: Fresno Fair Grounds 
 
12/12/06-12/15/06 
The Nutcracker: Lively Arts Foundation 
Castle Air Museum: Christmas Plane Lane 
The Bethlehem Experience: Clovis Veteran’s Memorial Hall 
 
12/16/06 
The Nutcracker: Lively Arts Foundation 
Christmas Plane Lane: Castle Air Museum 
Winter Dance – 55 and older 
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12/17/06 
Home for the Holidays: Playhouse Merced 
George Lopez: Fox Theatre Visalia 
High Sierra Jazz Band: Radisson Hotel 
 
12/19/06-12/22/06 
Hmong New Year Celebration 
Christmas Dinner Help: Visalia Rescue Mission 
Holiday Crafts: Imagine U Museum 
 
 

 

 

 

NON-BROADCAST EFFORTS 

 

 

 

10/19    PUBLIC RELATIONS OF AMERICA TOUR   20 MEMBERS 

 

10/26  RANCHOS MIDDLE SCHOOLS  TOUR  24 STUDENTS 

 

12/07    LINCOLN ELEMENTARY   TOUR  30 STUDENTS 

 

12/12    LINCOLN ELEMENTARY    TOUR   30 STUDENTS 

 

10/11    Marjaree Mason Center: Top Ten Professional Women’s Business Luncheon: MC Action New  

             Anchor Liz Harrison and Dayle Yurong. 

 

11/15   United Way/ Association of Fundraising Professional Luncheon: MC Action News Anchor  

Warren Armstrong.  

 

Viewers were told they could find voter information regarding candidates on the ABC30.Com 
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